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ABSTRACT 
 
This report summarizes the findings of a linguistic and sociolinguistic survey in the Okaba 
Subdistrict in Papua, Indonesia. Data were gathered through the use of wordlists, sociolinguistic 
questionnaires, as well as informal observation. The findings indicate that one village was of the 
Maklew language, one village was of the South Awyu language and the other villages were of 
the Marind language. The villages visited generally have strong vernacular language use in the 
home, while Indonesian is used in public domains. Each of these languages have potential for 
language development work.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

This report summarizes the findings of a survey done in Okaba Subdistrict,1 in southern 
Papua. The survey was conducted by Myo-Sook Sohn (SIL), Peter Jan de Vries (SIL), Yosep 
Liem (Kartidaya), and Rafles Mustamu (SIL survey trainee) during September 17–28, 2001. 
The purpose of the survey trip was to determine the language use in each of the native 
villages in Okaba Subdistrict as a preliminary step to assessing the need for a language 
development program in the languages spoken there. The methods were to collect wordlists 
in each village to gain a preliminary picture of the relationship among the speech varieties 
encountered, and to use sociolinguistic questionnaires in each village to discover the attitudes 
of the villagers towards their own language. 

 
The research questions the survey team desired to answer were:  

•  What speech variety is spoken in each village? 
•  What are the sociolinguistic dynamics of the speech community (language attitudes, 

use, stability, change, vitality, and dialectology)? 
 

The three languages that were encountered during this survey are Marind [mrz],2 Maklew 
[mgf], and South Awyu3 [aws]. The Marind people are a large language group extending to 
several subdistricts. Most of Okaba Subdistrict is encompassed by the traditional homeland 
of the Marind. In seventeen Marind-speaking villages, wordlists were elicited and formal and 
informal interviews were conducted. In two villages, an audio recording of the wordlist was 
also made. In Welbuti, the only Maklew-speaking village the team surveyed, the team 
conducted a community group interview, elicited a wordlist, and made a recording of the 
wordlist. In Salamepe, the one Awyu-speaking village surveyed, the survey team conducted a 

                                                 
1 The term 'regency' is used to translate the Indonesian term kabupaten, and the term 'subdistrict' is used to translate 

the term kecamatan (or distrik). Indonesian provinces are divided administratively into regencies, which are 
further divided into subdistricts. 

2 Languages listed in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) are additionally referred to by their three-letter ISO 639-3 code. 
3 In the 14th edition of the Ethnologue (Grimes 2000), this language was called Siagha-Yenimu [OSR]. Between the 

14th and 15th editions of the Ethnologue, this language code was retired from use because the speech 
varieties denoted by the code were split into two languages: South Awyu [aws] and Edera Awyu [awy]. See 
Lebold (to appear) for a complete rationale for the changes made to all the Awyu languages between the 
14th and 15th edition of the Ethnologue. 
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community group interview and elicited a fifty-word checklist.4 All wordlists were taken by 
Yosep Liem, except the Maklew wordlist, which was taken by Peter Jan de Vries. The 
sociolinguistic questionnaires were mainly done by Rafles Mustamu, Myo Sook Sohn, and 
Peter Jan de Vries. 

 
Transportation is the main obstacle to doing survey in Papua. Therefore, the survey strategy 
has been to follow geographic features, like rivers or roads (see figure 1), rather than 
necessarily trying to cover a single language in one trip. 
 
 

1 PREVIOUS WORK  
 

The Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC)5 began working on the south coast area of 
Papua just after the turn of the twentieth century in 1905. In 1910, the MSC opened a post in 
the village that is now called Okaba. Later, the Marind, Maklew, and Awyu languages were 
analyzed by Peter W. Drabbe, MSC for the purpose of enabling missionaries to teach the 
local people in their own language. Thus, in addition to a grammar and wordlist, both a 
catechism and a liturgy in the Marind language exist today. For the Maklew language, there 
is a basic description of the language. For the Awyu language, there are extant basic 
descriptions of several dialects and a book of prayers.6 At least one priest (Johannes 
Verschueren) was reported to have become very fluent in Marind. Other than these activities 
by MSC, there seems to have been no effort to develop the vernacular language.7 
 
A number of South Awyu villages have already been surveyed. During the Mapi River 
survey in November 2000, the South Awyu-speaking village of Karome was surveyed. The 
report on this survey (Susanto 2004) did not use the South Awyu language name, but the 
report did show that the speech variety used in Karome was very different from the other 
Awyu varieties surveyed during that trip and could be considered a separate Awyu language. 
 
During the Edera Subdistrict survey, a number of South Awyu-speaking villages were 
surveyed. The report on this survey (Susanto 2005) also did not use the language name South 
Awyu, but the report did group the villages of Ogorito, Bosma, Osso, Asset, Bade, Kobeta, 
Homlikia, Geturki, and Gemikia into a single Awyu language that was distinct from the 
villages that spoke other Awyu languages.  
 
During the Lower Digul River survey in June 2001, the South Awyu-speaking villages of 
Konebi, Yeloba, and Banamepe were surveyed. The report on this survey (Lebold, to appear) 
shows that these three villages speak an Awyu language that is distinct from the language 
spoken in other Awyu villages. This report is the first place where the name South Awyu is 

                                                 
4 Checklists consist of the first fifty words of the standard wordlist. If a visual comparison of the checklist revealed 

over 90% similarity with previous villages, the remainder of the wordlist was not collected. 
5 MSC – Missionarii Sacratissimi Cordis Jesu (Missionaries of the Sacred Heart of Jesus) – is a Catholic order. 
6 These were made available for the survey team to photocopy and study by the generosity of the Bishop of 

Merauke, Jacobus Duivenvort, MSC. 
7 More recently, the policy of the Roman Catholic Church has been to promote the language of wider 

communication (LWC), so that most of these vernacular language materials are no longer accessible to 
ordinary persons. 
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used. This report gives a full rationale for the number of Awyu languages that exist and the 
name used for each Awyu language. 
 
A number of Marind-speaking villages have already been surveyed as well. During the 
Merauke Subdistrict survey in October 2000, the Marind-speaking village of Matara was 
surveyed. The entire results of this survey can be found in Sohn (2009). 
 
During the Kumbe River survey also done in October 2000, the Marind-speaking villages of 
Baad, Ivimahad, Kaisa, Kaliki, Koa, Senegi, Onggari, and Wayau were surveyed. The report 
on this survey states that, while these villages speak one language, the people recognize two 
distinct varieties, Marind Duv, spoken closer to the coast (duv means “coast”) and Marind 
Deg, spoken further inland (deg means “forest”). 
 
During the Muting Subdistrict survey conducted in August 2001, the Bian Marind-speaking 
villages of Kendiki and Kolam were surveyed.8 The report on this survey (Susanto 2006) 
shows that these two villages speak a separate, yet closely-related language to the Marind-
speaking villages already surveyed during the Merauke Subdistrict and Kanum surveys. 

 

                                                 
8 Bian Marind (language code [bpv]) is a language closely related to Marind. 
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2 SURVEY AREA  
 

2.1 MAP OF SURVEY AREA 
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Figure 1. Map of Okaba Subdistrict. 
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2.2 VILLAGES VISITED 
 

In the following table, the villages that were visited are given in alphabetical order for 
each language. Included in the table are population figures, the language spoken there, 
and global positioning system (GPS) coordinates. 

 
Table 1. Villages Visited in Okaba Subdistrict 

GPS Co-ordinates 
Village Language(s) Population

South East 
Alaku Marind 351 08° 05.160 139° 45.228 
Alatepi Marind 250 08° 05.712 139° 48.324 
Boepe9 Marind 100** 07° 56.214 140° 03.426 
Dufmira Marind 353 08° 07.140 139° 37.668 
Ihalik Marind 378 * -- -- 
Iwol Marind 239 08° 06.966 139° 38.334 
Kaptel Marind 243 07° 41.640 140° 12.054 
Kaniskobat Marind 226 07° 43.074 140° 02.244 
Kwemsid Marind 338** 07° 49.578 139° 44.640 
Makaling Marind 500 08° 06.612 139° 39.996 
Nakias Marind 293 07° 30.102 139° 35.730 
Okaba Marind 1139 * 08° 05.352 139° 43.122 
Sanggase Marind 526 08° 05.790 139° 49.662 
Tagaepe Marind 390 07° 34.626 139° 44.286 
Wambi Marind 1400 08° 09.480 139° 32.826 
Yawimu Marind 508 07° 49.668 139° 40.638 
Salamepe South Awyu 427 07° 26.226 139° 32.592 
Welbuti Maklew 226 07° 45.366 139° 30.294 

* These population figures are from government sources (Indonesian Government n.d). All other figures 
were obtained from the questionnaires used by the survey team. The government figures seem to run low 
when compared to data taken directly from the villages. 
** The people in Boepe have moved there from Kwemsid. It is not clear whether the population figure 
from Kwemsid includes the people who moved to Boepe. 

 
 
3 OBSERVATIONS 
 

Okaba Subdistrict is bounded on the west side by the Bian (Mbian) River, which drains the 
vast flat area of southern Merauke Regency. The southern border is the coastline, the Arafura 
Sea. The northern border runs just south and somewhat parallel to the Digul River and the 
eastern border is just west of the Princess Marianne Strait. The rivers are more affected by 
the tide than the flow of water, especially in the dry season. The majority of indigenous 
villages are along the southern seacoast and near the Bian and Buraka Rivers or their 

                                                 
9 This village was deserted at the time the survey team visited there. 
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tributaries. There are no transmigration sites10 in Okaba Subdistrict but the area serves as a 
fish and meat resource for the Kurik and Merauke Subdistricts. The survey team observed 
that most people were more or less involved in hunting, fishing, and trading the produce from 
these activities. 

 
The survey team collected information through observations and through group interviews in 
each of the villages using an extended formal questionnaire, a short questionnaire made 
specifically for use with the mayor of each village, and a short questionnaire for use with the 
school principal. These questionnaires were utilized with mayors and school principals in all 
eighteen villages surveyed. See Appendix A for an English translation of the questionnaire 
used in the interview with the mayor and Appendix B for an English translation of the 
questionnaire used in the interview for the school headmaster. 

 
3.1 POPULATION OF THE AREA 

  
According to government sources, the total population of Okaba Subdistrict is 9,684 
persons, living in twenty-three villages. Of this total, indigenous people probably make 
up about 95%. The percentage of indigenous people cannot be concluded from 
government sources, but it is an estimate based on the survey team’s observations in the 
area. Since there are no transmigration villages in the Okaba Subdistrict, all villages are 
indigenous, with some outsiders living among them. There are 1,961 total heads of 
household in the Subdistrict, an average of eighty-five per village. 

 
3.2 COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRICITY 

 
Okaba city is serviced by the PLN electric company (government owned) from about 
5:30 pm until 10:00 pm. Although there is no telephone service, there are single side-
band (SSB) radios at the police station and the subdistrict head’s office in Okaba city. 

 
3.3 TRANSPORTATION 

 
3.3.1 Land Transportation 

 
The survey team traveled to Okaba Subdistrict from Merauke city making use of a 
large and a small truck owned by Max Mahuse, a Marind businessman from 
Merauke. This transportation up to the Bian River was contributed at no charge. At 
the other side of the river a jeep, which the survey team had chartered through a 
relation in the town of Okaba, was waiting. The team made use of this jeep on all the 
surveys to villages that could be reached by car. The total price was about $100 for 
seven days.11 In order to reach the village of Welbuti, the team chartered a 
motorcycle, following a path through the forest. 

 

                                                 
10 Transmigration villages are created by a government program to relocate people from other parts of Indonesia to 

the less populated areas of Papua. 
11 This is 750,000 rupiah in Indonesian currency. At the time of the survey, the exchange rate was about 8,000 

rupiah to one US dollar. 
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There are paved roads in Okaba Subdistrict from the Bian River to Okaba city and 
part of the way from Okaba city to Salamepe. Asphalt is thin and the roads are in 
constant need of repair. Eleven of the villages were accessible by paved roads. One 
village which had a road going to it was not accessible at the time because a bridge 
was broken. The dirt roads are passable by car, truck, or motorcycle in the dry season, 
but passable only by motorcycle after the rain in any season. 

 
The number of horses to be found in this area was surprising, considering their rarity 
in other parts of the province. The indigenous people have learned to harness their 
energy, riding them without a saddle and having them pull carts.  

 
 

3.3.2 Water Transportation 
 

There is no bridge across the Bian River, so any car that has been chartered from 
Merauke must be abandoned at the riverside. At this point, there are small boats, 
powered by outboard motors, that cross near the mouth of the river every half hour or 
so, during daylight hours. The fare is about $1, and the crossing time is about 30 
minutes. The boats hold about ten passengers and regularly carry a couple of 
motorcycles as well. 

 
At the mouth of the Bian River, the team chartered a launch from the mayor of 
Sanggase. In a letter the team carried to him from the Subdistrict leader in Okaba city, 
he had been asked to help with transportation. The price to Kaptel was about $50 plus 
$25 for the fuel, which the team bought right there. The team chartered another boat 
to take them back from Kaptel to the mouth of the Bian River, which cost another 
$50. 

 
3.3.3 Air Transportation 

 
Travel to Merauke from Sentani12 is easiest via Merpati Airlines. At the time of the 
survey trip, a one-way ticket cost about $100. A jet flies down three afternoons per 
week (Sunday, Wednesday, and Friday), overnights there, and returns to Sentani early 
the following morning. 

 
There is one airstrip in Okaba Subdistrict, namely in the town of Okaba. This airstrip 
is 650 meters long, about 30 meters wide and in a generally good state. Okaba city is 
serviced with Twin Otter aircraft (fifteen passengers) by Merpati Airlines once a 
week, on Tuesday, from Merauke. The Bian and Buraka Rivers and their tributaries 
are wide with long straight stretches that could easily accommodate a floatplane. 
MAF has a floatplane based at Boma, and is making plans to base an amphibious 
Cessna Caravan in Merauke city in 2002. 

 

                                                 
12 Sentani is located near Jayapura, the capital city of the Papua. The airport in Sentani services the entire capital city 

area, and is often referred to as the Jayapura airport. 
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3.4 HEALTH AND MEDICAL 
 

Some of the health problems in Okaba Subdistrict probably stem from the lack of reliable 
clean water sources. In some villages, the people use the river for washing, bathing, and 
sometimes for drinking, though the water may be contaminated with human and other 
waste. Very few toilets were reported. Most villages did have wells, which generally did 
not run dry even in the dry season. 
 
Nutrition is lacking in many villages as evidenced by many children with lighter hair, a 
sign of deficient nutrients in one’s diet. While the survey team found no evidence of 
shortage of staples and meat or fish, they deduced that the signs of malnutrition must be 
from a lack of fruits and vegetables, either through inability to find this type of food, 
ignorance of nutritional basics, or local tradition. 
 
In most villages, health workers were reported to be present, except in Dufmira, Ihalik, 
Kaniskobat, Salamepe, and Tagaepe. All of these, except Dufmira, are villages located 
further into the interior. Nine villages had a village health clinic, and most villages had 
one or more traditional healers. These would often be sought out by the villagers for 
relief from ailments and for help in healing afflictions derived from spiritual forces. 

  
The main diseases reported in the villages that were visited were malaria, vomiting, 
diarrhea, skin diseases, leprosy, dysentery, typhoid, and tuburculosis. 

 
3.5 LIVELIHOOD, ECONOMY, AND INFLUENCE OF 'OUTSIDERS' 

 
The main source of livelihood is traditional hunting and gathering, plus some agriculture. 
People mostly eat sago with fish that they get from the river or the ocean. People plant 
short-term crops like sweet potatoes, taro, cassava, and peanuts. Long-term crops include 
sago, bananas, coconut, cashew, and other fruit trees. 
 
There is no large-scale business that functions as an employer. There is a logging 
company close to the village of Boepe. The people living in Boepe have moved there 
from Kwemsid to work for this logging company. This company employs the people by 
giving them chainsaws to cut down large trees, which they then transport to the base 
camp. 
 
At the subdistrict capital, Okaba, the survey team found a number of small stores. These 
stores had canned and other packaged foods, bottled water, household items, drinks, and 
school supplies available. Most of the villages also had a small store, selling basic items 
like salt, sugar, matches, soap, batteries, etc. However, there were no marketplaces in any 
of the villages that were visited. 
 
Many villagers sell fish and deer meat to transmigrants who travel on the river from 
village to village, buying fish and meat for cash or trade. Peddlers on motorcycles must 
also do a lucrative business in some areas, judging by the frequency with which they 
come to the villages (several times daily, in some cases). Most people who own a 
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motorcycle are in the business of buying, transporting, and selling deer and kangaroo 
meat, in addition to transporting people to and from the villages. 

 
3.6 RELIGIOUS SITUATION 

 
The predominant religions practiced in this region are Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Christianity among the indigenous population and Islam among the transmigrants.13 
Every village that was visited had one or more churches, and the services were mostly led 
by lay leaders. The fact that the churches were led by untrained leaders leads one to 
suspect that there is a mixture of traditional animism among the people. Some of the 
people the team spoke with confirmed that traditional religion was practiced in some 
form by many, if not most, indigenous people. 

 
3.7 EDUCATION 

 
The survey team obtained specific information about education from the school 
questionnaires. Of the eighteen villages that were visited, a total of five teachers were 
interviewed. Every village has an elementary school (Sekolah Dasar, or SD), and most 
children of school age enter school. Many villagers expressed concern that the SD is 
often closed because there is no stable teacher present. There are middle schools (SLTP) 
in Wambi and Okaba, which are affordable to only a minority of native students.  

 
On the basis of anecdotal evidence, the survey team learned that a small percentage of 
students each year graduate from the SDs and go on to SLTP. This is because SD fees are 
paid by the government, while students going on to SLTP must pay school fees. In Table 
2, notice that the average number of students enrolled decreases significantly in each 
succeeding grade. High school (SMU) is even more expensive. So, an increasingly 
smaller percentage of students go on to finish SLTP and SMU, of whom only a select few 
graduate. There is one SMU for the subdistrict, and that is in Okaba city.  

 
3.7.1 Registration by Grade 

 
Table 2 summarizes the number of students that are registered for each grade. (Note 
that attendance may vary from the registration figures given.) 
 

                                                 
13 The term ‘transmigrant’ is used in this report to refer to people who “move from one country or region to another 

and settle there” (http://dictionary.laborlawtalk.com). The majority of people who have moved into the 
language areas of Papua are from other parts of Papua and Indonesia, not from outside the country. 
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Table 2. Elementary School Registration 
Village Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
Alaku 14 24 12 12 5 4 71 
Alatepi 33 16 13 9 7 5 83 
Boepe14 - - - - - - - 
Dufmira 14 8 13 5 4 5 49 
Ihalik15 - - - - - - - 
Iwol 5 12 4 16 11 1 49 
Kaptel 25 10 17 20 11 15 98 
Kaniskobat 31 29 14 13 13 3 103 
Kwemsid 8 6 6 7 8 7 42 
Makaling 23 17 18 21 8 11 98 
Nakias 12 11 8 7 19 6 63 
Okaba 7 12 10 9 12 13 63 
Salamepe 39 9 19 12 10 3 92 
Sanggase 20 11 12 10 14 6 73 
Tagaepe 29 27 18 10 12 10 106 
Wambi16 - - - - - - - 
Welbuti 34 13 8 8 5 5 73 
Yawimu 29 17 8 21 4 4 83 
  Total 323 222 180 180 143 98 1146 
  % of Total 28% 19% 16% 16% 12% 9% 100% 

 
 

3.7.2 Language Use in School 
 

Table 3 shows the answers teachers gave to various questions regarding language use 
in school: 

 

                                                 
14 This village was deserted when it was visited and there was no evidence of a school there at the time. 
15 It was reported that there is an elementary school in Ihalik, but the team was not able to gather any information 

about this school.  
16 It was reported that there are two elementary schools (one Catholic and one public) and a middle school in 

Wambi, but the team was not able to gather any information at these schools. 
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Table 3. Language Use in Elementary Schools 
Language 

Use 
 

Village 

Language of 
Instruction 

Language children 
use during play at 

school 

Can first 
graders speak 

and understand 
Indonesian? 

Length of 
time to 

become fluent 
in Indonesian 

Alaku Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Alatepi Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes 1 year 
Boepe - - - - 
Dufmira Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes 3-4 months 
Ihalik - - - - 
Iwol Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Kaptel Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes 1 year 
Kaniskobat Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian no 4 years 
Kwemsid Only Indonesian Vernacular yes - 
Makaling Only Indonesian Indonesian yes - 
Nakias Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Okaba Indonesian/Vernacular Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Salamepe Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Sanggase Only Indonesian Vernacular/ Indonesian yes - 
Tagaepe Only Indonesian Vernacular no 2 years 
Wambi - - - - 
Welbuti Only Indonesian Indonesian yes - 
Yawimu Only Indonesian Vernacular yes 4 months 

 
Table 3 shows that the primary language of instruction is Indonesian and that children 
generally do not seem to need explanation in the vernacular because their level of 
Indonesian is high enough. It is also evident that the children use both the local 
language and Indonesian during playtimes. Only in Welbuti, where the Maklew 
language is spoken, do the children not use the local language anymore and only use 
Indonesian among themselves. Almost every teacher said that the people were proud 
of their own language. 

 
The results of the questions about the length of time it takes a student to comprehend 
and speak Indonesian are ambiguous. Each teacher had a different answer and 
probably has varying standards of what it means to comprehend or speak Indonesian. 
However, it can be concluded that it does take some amount of time for students to 
become more fluent in speaking Indonesian. This may reflect the lack of use of 
Indonesian in the home but is more likely due to the fact that at school a higher 
register (Bahasa Tinggi) is used. 
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4 QUESTIONNAIRES AND INFORMAL INTERVIEWS 
 

4.1 GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

4.1.1 Procedure 
 

Group questionnaires were administered in each village by one of the team members. 
The questions were put to groups ranging from about three to thirty-four villagers. 
The interviewer was trained to encourage each of the villagers to participate, but 
typically the conversation was dominated by only a few people. The questionnaire 
took about one hour to complete. See Appendix C for an English translation of the 
group questionnaire that was used during this survey. 

 
4.1.2 Results 

 
4.1.2.1 Demography 

 
Table 4 shows the basic demography of each village, with the number of heads of 
household and the total population listed. The two columns on the right show both 
those who are from other ethnic groups and living in the village for any reason, 
and also those who have married into the group and live in the village. Non-
Marind peoples in all of these villages are a very small minority. 
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Table 4. Village Demographics 

Village 

House-
holds 

Popu-
lation 

People from Other 
Ethnic Groups  

Married People 
from Other Ethnic 

Groups 

Alaku 87 351 

Java, Toraja, East Nusa 
Tenggara (NTT), 

Manado, Kei, Batak, 
Asmat, Muyu, Mandobo 

Java, Kei, NTT, 
Babo 

Alatepi 70 250 Java, Bugis, Batak, Kei, 
Mandobo Kei 

Boepe - - - - 
Dufmira 67 353 Makasar - 
Ihalik - - none - 

Iwol 50 239 Biak, Timur, Java, 
Maluku, Toraja, NTT Kei 

Kaptel 50 243 China, Java, Dani - 
Kaniskobat 46 226 Biak, Maluku Tenggara Maluku Tenggara 

Kwemsid 71 338 Batak, Kei, Mandobo, 
Ambon Ambon 

Makaling    110  500+ Timor, Ternate, 
Makasar, Fak-Fak 

Ternate, Banda, 
Muyu, Mapi 

Nakias 43 293 Biak, Yaqay, Awyu, 
Mandobo, Muyu 

Yaqay, Awyu, 
Mandobo, Muyu 

Okaba - - 
Sulawesi, Kei, Timor, 
Java, Makasar, China, 
Biak, Serui, Jayapura 

Makasar, Buton, 
China, Biak 

Sanggase   136 526 Java, Mandobo, Bugis, 
Makasar, Muyu 

Muyu, Makasar, 
Mandobo 

Tagaepe 70 390 Ambon, Biak, Kaimana Biak, Kaimana 

Wambi   182  1400 Makasar, Bugis, Java, 
Toraja, Biak, Muyu Java, China 

Yawimu    107 508 - - 
Salamepe  
  (Awyu) 83 427 Marind, Bugis, Biak, 

Yaqay 
Marind, Bugis, 

Biak, Yaqay 
Welbuti  
  (Maklew) 47 226 Kei, Dobo Dobo 

 
4.1.2.2 Development 

 
The subdistrict leader for this area is Ambonese. In all villages, except Okaba and 
Iwol, all other leadership (religious, civil, and traditional) is from within the 
ethnic group, with the exception of the teachers and the head of the school. All 
villages reported that their change of leadership was by election. 
The following six villages have a special development committee: Kaptel, 
Kwemsid, Makaling, Nakias, Salamepe, and Tagaepe. Their activities ranged 
from non-active to the building of wells, houses, and roads. There are no natural 
phenomena that inhibit transportation to nearby villages, the only exception being 
transportation from Welbuti to Bibikem (in Kimaam Subdistrict). In the rainy 
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season, this village is unreachable by land or water because of a sago swamp. 
When it is flooded, it is impassable both on foot and by water.  
 
With regard to physical health, all those answering reported that the people seek 
professional medical help (doctor, clinic, village health worker, etc.) when it is 
available. When asked about “possession by evil spirit,” however, they prefer to 
go to a traditional healer for treatment. 

 
4.1.2.3 Language Use 

 
The majority of people in this area speak at least some Indonesian. Those who are 
educated speak a variety closer to the national standard, which is taught in the 
schools. Many others speak a variety of Papuan Malay, which is still commonly 
referred to as “Indonesian,” even though it is distinct in many ways. Indonesian 
and Papuan Malay are not distinguished in the following language-use tables. 

 
Table 5. Current Language Use by Domain 

Village 
 
 
Domain 

A
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A
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a 
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l 
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t 
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e 
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T
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W
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W
el

bu
ti 

Y
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u 

Home V V V V V V V B V B B B V V V V V
With Friends B V V V B V V V V B V N V N V B V

Garden V V V V V N V V V B V B V V V V V
Market - - B B - - - - - - N N - - - - - 
Clinic N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

School Recess V N V N B N B B B N N N B B V N N
School Instruction N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

School Explanations N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N V
Feast V V V V V V V V V B V B V V V V V

Announcement B V B V V V V V V B V B V V V B V
Meetings B N N N B B N N N N N B N B N N B 

Public Prayer N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N
Church Service N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

Sing Hymns N N N N N B N N N N N B N N N N N
Preaching N N N N N N N N N N N B N N N N N

N=National      V=Vernacular      B=Both 
 

Table 5 shows that bilingualism is spread across a number of public domains. In 
general, the vernacular language use is reserved for communication within the 
group. This is typified by the almost consistent response for language used during 
a “feast.” All groups of respondents stated that only the vernacular is used then, 
except in Nakias and Salamepe, where respondents replied that both vernacular 
and the national language were used. The vernacular predominates in the private 
domains of home, friends, and garden. The national language predominates in 
contacts with the outside world and also in institutions brought in by the outside 
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world: the government and its programs (schools, clinics), and also the formal 
aspects of church life. 

 
It is interesting that the information gathered from the community regarding 
language used by the children during “School Recess” is not the same as what 
was reported by the teachers (see Table 3). It is not clear if one (or both) of these 
parties is trying to give the survey team the answer they think the team wants to 
hear. The team felt more inclined to take the information given by the teachers as 
being more accurate because they more frequently observe the children while 
playing at recess, and also because they are usually from outside the village 
(meaning they do not understand the vernacular) and may be more aware of 
which language the children are using. It is likely that direct observation over an 
extended village stay may be the only way to verify the language use of the 
children during recess. 

 
4.1.2.4 Language Change 

 
One of the factors that influence language change is the language use of the young 
people. The reported language usage among young people is summarized in Table 
6. 
 

Table 6. Language Use of the Young People 

Question 
 
Village 

Use other 
languages 

more? 

Do they mix 
with national 

language? 

Is that good? 
Why 

Alaku no yes Yes: (no reason given) 
Alatepi no yes No: (no reason given) 
Dufmira no yes Yes: better communication 
Ihalik no yes Yes: better communication 
Iwol no yes Yes: better communication 
Kaptel no yes - 
Kaniskobat no yes Yes: (no reason given) 
Kwemsid no yes No: confusing language use 
Makaling no yes Yes: better communication 
Nakias yes yes No: language loss 
Okaba no yes Yes: better communication 
Salamepe no yes No: confusing language use 
Sanggase no yes Yes: better communication 
Tagaepe no yes Yes: better communication 
Wambi no no - 
Welbuti yes no - 
Yawimu no yes No: language loss 

 
Reported usage was very similar among all the villages. Most villages reported 
that the young people use the vernacular more than other languages. There was 
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basic agreement that this is good, so that their own language would be preserved. 
There was also basic agreement that mixing with Indonesian is good. The reason 
given for this was usually “better communication inside and outside the group.” 
Probably economic advancement through national language competency also 
plays a role. Seven of the nine villages that were able to articulate a reason for 
their answer (some simply drew a blank when the survey team asked “why”) 
stated that their children need to know the national language in order to get along 
better in life. Five villages replied that mixing with the national language was not 
good. Four of them were able to give a reason for this, giving either “language 
loss” or “confusing language use” by the young people. This shows that there is 
some amount of concern among them regarding losing their own language or the 
changes their language is undergoing due to the influence of the national 
language. 

 
4.1.2.5 Language Preservation 

 
Factors influencing language preservation, such as marriage to outsiders and loss 
of students to city life, are shown in Table 7. 
 

Table 7. Language Preservation Factors 

Question 
 
Village 

Marry Which 
Other Ethnic 

Groups? 

Are There 
Marriage 

Restrictions? 

Graduates Stay  
in Town?  

Why? 
Alaku Own ethnic group no No: (no reason given) 
Alatepi Own ethnic group no No: (no reason given) 
Dufmira Own ethnic group no No: no work 
Ihalik Own ethnic group no No: no work 
Iwol Own ethnic group no No: no work 
Kaptel Own ethnic group no No: (no reason given) 
Kaniskobat Own ethnic group no No: family relations, 

economic situation 
Kwemsid Own ethnic group no - 
Makaling Own ethnic group no No: personal preference 
Nakias Own ethnic group no No: economic situation 
Okaba Own ethnic group no No: economic situation 
Salamepe Own ethnic group no No: economic situation 
Sanggase Own ethnic group no No: personal preference 
Tagaepe Own ethnic group no Yes: (no reason given) 
Wambi Own ethnic group no No: personal preference 
Welbuti Own ethnic group no No: no work 
Yawimu Own ethnic group no No: economic situation 

 
Although people most frequently marry within the group, there are no restrictions 
on whom one may marry, and consequently there are those who have married out. 
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The city life was universally reported as unable to keep a hold on young people. 
The main reasons given concerned the economic situation. Without a job, one 
cannot live in the city, while in the village, these same people have land rights. A 
secondary factor that came up in several answers is the bonds that these people 
still have to the village. These are not easily broken. Personal preference is also a 
factor, and this reflects the individualistic nature of the culture. A person cannot 
be forced to stay either in the city or the village. 
 
Other factors influencing language preservation, such as language use with 
transmigrants living among them, are displayed in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Language Use with Transmigrants 
Question 

 
 
Village 

Are there 
Transmigrants? 

Why Here? 

Where are they 
From? 

Language 
for Speaking 
with Them 

Do They 
Learn the 

Vernacular? 

Is that Good? 
Why? 

Alaku Yes: work Java, Batak, NTT, 
Kei, Sulawesi Indonesian Yes Yes: better 

communication

Alatepi Yes: work Java, Sulawesi, 
Maluku, Kei Indonesian Yes Yes: (no 

reason given) 

Dufmira Yes: work Sulawesi Indonesian Yes Yes: better 
communication

Ihalik No - - - - 

Iwol Yes: work 
Kei, NTT, 
Sulawesi, Java, 
Maluku 

Indonesian Yes Yes: better 
communication

Kaptel Yes: work China, Dani Indonesian & 
Vernacular Yes Yes: better 

communication

Kaniskobat Yes: work, 
marriage Biak, China Vernacular Yes Yes: better 

communication

Kwemsid Yes: work Batak, Mandobo, 
Maluku, Kei Indonesian No Yes: better 

communication

Makaling Yes: work 
Sulawesi, Batak, 
NTT, Maluku, 
Fak-Fak, Muyu 

Indonesian Yes Yes: better 
communication

Nakias Yes: work Maluku, Biak, 
Paniai Indonesian No No: better 

communication

Okaba Yes: work, 
marriage 

Sulawesi, Kei, 
NTT, Maluku Indonesian Yes No: no secret 

language 

Salamepe Yes: marriage - Indonesian & 
Vernacular Yes Yes: better 

communication

Sanggase Yes: work Sulawesi, Java, 
China Indonesian Yes Yes: (no 

reason given) 

Tagaepe Yes: work Maluku, Awyu Indonesian Yes Yes: better 
communication

Wambi Yes: work, 
marriage Sulawesi Vernacular Yes Yes: better 

relationships 

Welbuti Yes: work, 
marriage 

Biak, Kei, Dobo, 
Kimaam Indonesian Yes Yes: better 

communication

Yawimu Yes: marriage Kimaam Indonesian Yes Yes: better 
communication

 
All villages, except one, had transmigrants living in the midst of the people. Most 
of these are teachers, government health workers, and business people. Six 
villages reported having transmigrants married into the group. Virtually every 
village reported that transmigrants were learning the local language and that this 
was good for communication and relationships. One village did not like it that 
transmigrants could understand the vernacular because then they could not use it 
to tell secrets. In only three villages was the vernacular actually reported as being 
used to speak with transmigrants. The survey team suspects that this refers to 
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those who have married in to the village, i.e., have a long-term commitment to 
living there. Typically, others may develop some ability to comprehend spoken 
language, but rarely are they able to reply in the vernacular language.  
 
Regarding every day use of Indonesian, fourteen villages said “Yes, they use 
Indonesian every day” and three said “No.” Two of the three villages that said 
“No” are remote villages with very few or no outsiders living among them. As to 
which age group uses the Indonesian language best, there was no consensus. Ten 
said that basically everyone’s ability is about the same, while four villages 
(Alaku, Ihalik, Kaptel, and Nakias) answered “The young use it best,” two (Iwol, 
Wambi) answered “The adults,” and one (Kwemsid) said “The young” and “The 
male adults.”  

 
4.1.2.6 Dialectology 

 
Table 9 is an attempt to display the data collected regarding perceived similarity 
and intercomprehension of dialects. The following questions were asked to gather 
this data: 1) What villages speak exactly the same dialect as the vernacular here, 
2) What villages speak a slightly different dialect that you still can understand 
easily, and 3) What villages speak a completetly different language that you 
cannot understand. 
 
Although the difference between S (same dialect) and D (different dialect) may be 
fuzzy for the people interviewed, there is more consistency of agreement as to 
which villages speak a totally different language. 
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Table 9. Perceived Similarity of Dialects 
Villages  

Questioned 
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Ihalik - D D D S D D    D D D     
Kaptel S - S S D D D    D D D     
Boepe  S     D           
Kaniskobat S S - S D D D    D D D     
Kwemsid S  S - D S D     D D     
Tagaepe D   D - D S     D D     
Poepe D D  D S D S    D  D     
Yawimu S   S D - D    D D D     
Nakias D   D S D -     D D   O  
Sanggase D D S S  S S - S  D D D D D   
Alatepi      D D S - D  D D D D   
Alaku      D D D D - S S D D D   
Okaba      D D D  S - S D  D   
Makaling      D D D   S - D D D   
Iwol      D D     S - S S   
Dufmira      D D     S S - S   
Wambi D  D   D D     S D S -   
Kondo     D          S   
Nasem               S   
Dokib (Marind)       D      D  D   
Yowid (Marind)       D      D  D   
Wamal (Marind)     D  D    O  D  D   
Muting (Bian Marind)   D     D D D   D     
Wan (Bian Marind)        D          
Kendiki (Bian Marind)  O                
Welbuti (Maklew) O  O O O O  O O O O O  O O -  
Bibikem (Yelmek)            O    S  
Wanam (Yelmek)     O          O S  
Woboyo (Yelmek)     O  O    O O O O O D  
Dodalim (Yelmek)     O  O     O  O O D  
Salamepe (South Awyu) O   O  O  O O O O O    O - 
Banamepe (South Awyu)               O  S 
Konebi (South Awyu)                 S 
Yeloba (South Awyu)                 S 
Homlikia (South Awyu)                 D 
Bade (South Awyu)   O               
Geturki (South Awyu)                 D 
Nohon (Central Awyu)                 O 
Kimaam (Kimaghima)     O  O    O       
Sota (Kanum)       O           
Onggaya (Kanum)       O           

                    S= Exact same dialect    D= Different dialect    O= Other language 
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Table 9 shows that there may be two different dialects of Marind (color coded in 
orange and yellow). The Marind-speaking villages of Dokib, Yowid, and Wamal 
(located to the west of the survey area) likely do not fit into either of these dialect 
groupings since these three villages were not reported to speak the same dialect as 
any of the villages surveyed. 
 
Table 9 also shows that there is a close relationship between the Maklew and 
Yelmek languages. The Maklew-speaking people of Welbuti reported that the 
villages of Bibikem and Wanam speak the exact same dialect, which is surprising 
since these two villages have been listed as Yelmek speaking by linguists who 
have studied these languages. Further comments on this data will be made in 
connection the lexical similarity comparison made in section 5. 

 
4.1.2.7  Language Attitudes 

 
The survey team asked several questions to gather data on language attitudes. One 
of the ways the team assessed the people’s language attitudes was by gathering 
data on their past experience with the written modality. To further determine 
language attitudes, the survey team also gathered data regarding their attitudes 
toward potential language development.  

 
It was reported that there has never been a vernacular literacy program in any of 
these villages. However, the majority of respondents affirmed that they want to 
learn to read and write in the vernacular. Reasons given ranged from the obvious 
(“In order to read and write our language” and “Because it’s in our language”) to 
the more carefully thought-out (“We can understand it better,” “It will help keep 
our language from disappearing,” and “It’s more satisfying in our own 
language”). Those who did not wish to learn to read and write in the vernacular all 
gave a similar reason: “Because Indonesian is used in school.” The team suspects 
that some of them did not understand how their language could be written down 
and used to read and write. It is likely that many people did not seem to 
understand the meaning of a vernacular literacy program. The only place where 
they can learn to read and write is in school, so perhaps they thought the team was 
suggesting to replace the language of education with the vernacular.  

 
The people responded that they were willing to give up something in exchange for 
books. Work and produce was the most common response (sixteen times); money 
was also mentioned (six times).  
 
All villages stated that they thought the people of the village were ready for some 
kind of language program. All agreed to both literacy and translation. Five 
villages (Alaku, Dufmira, Iwol, Sanggase, and Salamepe) ventured an estimate of 
the number of villagers that they thought might want to specifically help a 
language team, if placed in their village: three to ten people. 
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Most villages wanted to read and write their own language, but they opted for the 
national language as the language in which they and their children wanted to learn 
to read and write. For the adults, eight villages opted for Indonesian, six for the 
vernacular, and three for both. For the children, eight villages opted for 
Indonesian, one for the vernacular, and eight for both. In some cases, English was 
also chosen, but this was probably due to the interviewer suggesting that another 
language could also be used to learn to read and write. English was probably 
chosen because it is Indonesia’s official international language, and thus it is very 
prestigious. 

 
4.1.2.8  Language Vitality 

 
Whenever people were asked whether or not they instruct or correct their 
children’s use of the vernacular, all speakers responded that they do so. The 
reasons for doing so were generally twofold. Some answered, “Because it is our 
language” and others, “So our language will not disappear.” These answers show 
that the people are proud of their language and concerned that it might disappear. 
 
Several villages (four) expressed concern that their language might disappear 
within the next 20 years. In Welbuti, which is the only Maklew-speaking village 
that the survey team visited, the people said that the children do not use the 
vernacular anymore, only Indonesian. Although the children still understand some 
vernacular, they sometimes laugh at the adults for using it. 

 
4.2 INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS 

 
In addition to the group interviews and interviews with the village leader and the head 
teacher, the team brought along individual questionnaires. Only one of these was taken 
during the trip, with a man from Poepe. Though the results were not tabulated, these 
results essentially confirm what was gathered in the group questionnaires. 

 
 

5 WORDLISTS 
 

The survey team collected full wordlists (239 words) in three Marind-speaking villages 
(Sanggase, Alaku, and Kaptel) and in one Maklew-speaking village (Welbuti). In addition, 
the survey team elicited short wordlists, of sixty words or more, in some of the villages 
visited. The survey team elicited these shorter wordlists as a tool to confirm reports that the 
speech variety was the same as in a previous village. A visual inspection was made after 
about fifty to sixty words, and if it was found not to be the same, the full wordlist was taken. 
Shorter wordlists were elicited in twelve other Marind-speaking villages. In addition, a 
shorter wordlist was gathered in one Awyu-speaking village, Salamepe, for checking the 
similarity with the village of Banamepe, which was surveyed during the lower Digul River 
survey (Lebold, to appear). All the wordlists that were gathered can be found in Appendix F. 
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The completed wordlists were typed into WordSurv17 and grouped according to lexical 
similarity. This was done according to the principles given by Blaire in his book Survey on a 
Shoestring (1990) and also according to the rules that apply to the languages in Papua, 
specifically. See Appendix D for the principles given by Blair and Appendix E for the rules 
that apply to languages in Papua. 

 
In order to interpret the apparent lexical similarity results, the Papua survey team follows the 
following guidelines outlined by SIL Indonesia:  
 
1. If apparent lexical similarity between two wordlists is between 0–60%, they can usually 

safely be interpreted to represent separate languages. For percentages above 60%, 
lexicostatistic data alone is not adequate to determine whether or not the speech varieties 
are the same language.  
 

2. Lexical similarity results are always best interpreted alongside other lines of evidence. 
Additional sociolinguistic information gathered during the survey is to be used alongside 
the lexicostatistical data to help determine whether or not the speech varieties are the 
same language. This sociolinguistic information includes data on reported intelligibility, 
ethnolinguistic identity, and attitudes toward the other speech variety. 
 

3. There may be occasions when intelligibility testing is needed to make decisions about 
whether or not the speech varieties are the same language (such as when lexicostatistical 
and sociolinguistic data do not clearly indicate whether or not the speech varieties are the 
same language) or to confirm impressions that arise from rapid-appraisal survey. 

 
Regarding this second guideline recommending sociolinguistic investigation to augment the 
lexicostatistical data, the survey team has gathered data about the reported similarity and 
intelligibility among speech varieties, which are reported in section 4.1.2.6. 
 

 
5.1 LEXICAL SIMILARITY OF FULL WORDLISTS 

 
Table 10 shows the lexical similarity as it was found by comparing the full-length 
wordlists that were gathered during this survey. Since there was only a short wordlist 
gathered in the South Awyu-speaking village of Salamepe, the full wordlist gathered in 
Konebi during the previous lower Digul River survey was used to make a comparison of 
the South Awyu language with the other languages gathered during this survey.18 The 
labels in Table 10 are written in the format: language name/village name.  

 

                                                 
17 Wordsurv is a computer program used to compare the lexical similarities between speech varieties. 
18 The speech variety in Salamepe is very similar to that found in Konebi. When the short wordlists (fifty words) 

from Konebi and Salamepe are compared with the variety used in Banamepe (a South Awyu-speaking 
village located between Konebi and Salamepe that was surveyed during the lower Digul River survey), the 
results show that Salamepe and Banamepe have 96% apparent lexical similarity, while according to Lebold 
(to appear), Konebi and Banamepe have over 95% lexical similarity. 
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Table 10. Percentage of Apparent Lexical Similarity of the Full Wordlists 
Marind / Alaku 

85 Marind / Sanggase 
65 72 Marind / Kaptel 
6 5 4 Maklew / Welbuti 
3 3 2 3 South Awyu / Konebi 

 
The matrix in Table 10 shows that the three wordlists from the Marind-speaking villages 
of Alaku, Sanggase, and Kaptel have a fairly high level of apparent lexical similarity 
ranging from 65 to 85%.  
 
The data on reported similiarity (shown in Table 9) among these villages is very limited. 
Sanggase reports Alaku as a different dialect and Kaptel reports Sanggase as a different 
dialect. Nevertheless, this reported data, along the lexicostatisical data, suggests that 
these three villages are varieties of the same language. 
 
The matrix in Table 10 also indicates that three languages were found in Okaba 
Subdistrict. The apparent lexical similarity between Marind, Maklew, and South Awyu 
ranges from 2 to 6%. The data on reported similarity supports the apparent similarity: 
each village reported that the languages of the other villages are completely different 
languages that could not be understood. 

 
 

5.2 LEXICAL SIMILARITY OF SHORTER WORDLISTS 
 

5.2.1 The Marind Language19 
 

The survey team elicited wordlists in every village. If the first fifty nouns that were 
elicited had an apparent lexical similarity of 80% or more with a previous village, the 
team did not take the full wordlist (239 words), assuming that the languages were the 
same (i.e. one dialect). After returning from the survey trip, the survey team 
compared data from the twelve shorter Marind wordlists (so-called checklists) with 
the three full Marind wordlists (Alaka, Sanggase, and Kaptel). 

 
The survey team made two matrices to determine the apparent lexical similarity 
among the Marind-speaking villages. For the first one, which is in Table 11, the 
survey team did not include the pronouns in the analysis (fifty-three nouns only). 
However, for the second matrix (see Appendix G), the survey team included the 
pronouns in the analysis (sixty words).20 

 

                                                 
19 The Marind community in the Okaba subdistrict pronounces their language and tribal group name as “Malind.” 

However, the survey team has decided to continue using the name “Marind” since this is the result of a 
dialectical sound shift (see Drabbe 1955:14). 

20 The differences in apparent lexical similarity between the list containing nouns only and the list containing both 
nouns and pronouns is only 1–3%. 
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Table 11. Percentages of Similarity, Marind Villages, Okaba Subdistrict 

Nakias 
100 Tagaepe 
96 94 Yawimu 
96 96 91 Ihalik 
94 92 94 96 Kaptel 
94 92 94 91 94 Kaniskobat 
94 92 94 91 94 96 Boepe/Kwemsid21 
94 92 91 91 91 96 92 Poepe 
91 91 85 89 85 91 87 94 Okaba 
90 88 88 87 88 90 94 88 90 Sanggase 
89 87 89 85 89 91 94 87 89 100 Alatepi 
81 81 75 81 77 77 79 81 87 85 83 Alaku 
87 87 83 85 81 83 85 87 92 90 89 91 Makaling 
74 74 70 72 68 72 72 74 77 75 74 72 81 Iwol 
74 74 70 72 68 72 70 74 77 73 72 70 81 98 Dufmira 
74 74 70 72 68 72 70 74 77 73 72 70 81 98 100 Wambi 

 
Looking at the lexicostatistics of Table 11, it is apparent that the Marind language in 
the Okaba Subdistrict can quite likely be divided into two dialect areas. The speech 
varieties used in Iwol, Dufmira, and Wambi have a very high degree of similarity 
(98–100%), but have a lower level of lexical similarity (below 80%) with all the other 
villages (with the exception of Makaling having 81% apparent lexical similarity with 
these three villages, indicating that perhaps Makaling is on the boundary between 
these two Marind dialects). This is evidence that the varieties spoken in these three 
villages may be a distinct dialect located in the southwest of the Marind-speaking 
area that was surveyed. 
 
The speech varieties used in all the other villages (Nias, Tagaepe, Yawimu, Ihalik, 
Kaptel, Kaniskobat, Boepe/Kwemsid, Poepe, Okaba, Sanggase, Alatepi, Alaku, and 
Makaling) share lexical similarity of over 80% (with the exception of Alaku’s 
similarity to Yawimu (75%), Kaptel (77%), Kaniskobat (77%), and Boepe/Kwimsid 
(79%)). This would indicate that these villages may have a second distinct dialect.  
 
However, because comparisons were not done with full wordlists, the survey team 
felt that these numbers should be interpreted with caution since using only the shorter 
wordlists tends to give higher apparent lexical similarity (up to 15% higher) than if  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
21 Since the person who gave the wordlist was from Boepe but grew up in Kwimsid, both village names will be 

given here for this wordlist. 
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using the full wordlist.22 By using only the shorter wordlists, rather than the full ones, 
the survey team felt that the resulting percentages were artificially high.  
 
As mentioned in the section on dialectology (4.1.2.6), the data on reported similarity 
also seems to indicate that there are two distinct dialects. However, the groupings 
shown there are slightly different. The table in section 4.1.2.6 shows Iwol, Dufmira, 
and Wambi in one dialect grouping (in yellow), but also puts Alaku, Okaba, and 
Makaling into this group, rather than into the other dialect group (in orange). Overall, 
the data indicates that there are likely two Marind dialects, but the boundary for these 
two dialect groups is not clear.  

 
5.2.2 The Maklew Language 

 
The survey team elicited one Maklew wordlist in Okaba Subdistrict. The survey team 
was not able to reach two other villages, Woboyo and Dodalim, which were reported 
to not speak the Marind language, but the team was told by the people in Welbuti that 
the speech varieties there are similar to the one used in Welbuti. A future survey will 
be needed to assess this. 

 
5.2.3 The South Awyu Language 

 
On the northern border of the Okaba Subdistrict, the survey team found one Awyu-
speaking village: Salamepe. A shorter wordlist was gathered in this village, and as 
mentioned, when this short wordlist was compared to a short wordlist gathered in 
Banamepe during a previous survey, the results show that there is 98% apparent 
lexical similarity, which would indicate that these two villages speak very similar 
South Awyu varieties. 

 
 

5.3 COMPARISON OF THE LANGUAGES OF OKABA SUBDISTRICT WITH 
THE RESULTS OF PREVIOUS SURVEYS 

 
5.3.1 The Marind Language 

 
At this point, some of the data on the Marind language collected over a number of 
surveys can be integrated. The survey team compared full Marind wordlists elicited in 
Kaptel, Sanggase, and Alaku during the Okaba Subdistrict survey with wordlists 
elicited from the villages of Koa, Wayau, Senegi, Baad, Ivimahad, Kaisa, Onggari, 
and Kaliki during the Kumbe River survey (Kriens 2003). The team also included the 
village of Matara from the Merauke Subdistrict survey (Sohn 2009) as well as the 

                                                 
22 A comparison of the results of the full wordlists and the ‘fifty-three noun wordlists’ can be found in the following 

matrix. (The percentages are arranged in the following format: “full wordlist % /53 noun wordlist %.”)  
Marind / Alaku 
85/85 Marind / Sanggase 
66/77 73/88 Marind / Kaptel 
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Bian Marind-speaking villages of Kolam and Kendiki from the Muting Subdistrict 
survey (Sohn 2006).  

 
Table 12. Percentages of Apparent Lexical Similarity for the Marind and Bian Marind-

speaking Villages that Have Been Surveyed 
Bian Marind / Kendiki 
92 Bian Marind / Kolam 
56 57 Marind / Kaptel 
56 56 75 Marind / Sanggase 
58 58 67 84 Marind / Alaku 
52 54 62 74 79 Marind / Ndalir 
43 45 52 66 73 75 Marind / Matara 
45 47 56 73 79 74 80 Marind / Onggari 
42 44 53 66 69 69 73 82 Marind / Kaliki 
43 46 52 62 66 69 75 80 88 Marind / Baad 
43 45 54 63 68 69 74 82 89 90 Marind / Senegi 
47 49 53 63 67 67 71 80 81 85 86 Marind / Wayau 
47 49 53 61 64 65 71 80 79 86 85 96 Marind / Koa 
50 51 52 58 61 62 69 73 70 78 77 82 85 Marind / Kaisa 
32 33 39 49 53 53 79 86 86 88 89 82 81 76 Marind / Ivimahad 
Note: Shaded boxes are those showing over 60% apparent lexical similarity. 

 
Based on Table 12, the survey team came to the following tentative conclusions: 

•  The Bian Marind varieties spoken in Kolam and Kendiki are very similar 
(92% apparent lexical similarity). The Bian Marind varieties spoken in these 
two villages are also a different language from what is spoken in the Marind-
speaking villages (the apparent lexical similarity between these two languages 
is less than 60%), but is also clearly a related language since there is still quite 
a lot of similarity (32–57%). 

•  The Marind varieties in the villages of Koa, Wayau, Senegi, Baad, Ivimahad, 
Kaisa, Onggari, Kaliki, Matara, Ndalir, Alaku, and Sanggase cannot be split 
into more than one language, based on lexicostatisics, since the level of 
lexical similarity is over 60%. An exception is the village of Kaptel, which 
seems to be on the edge of this language group. While it shares as much as 
75% lexical similarity with Sanggase, the lexical similarity is below 60% with 
the villages of Matara, Onggari, Kaliki, Baad, Senegi, Wayau, Koa, Kaisa, 
and Ivimahad. Ivimahad also seems to be on the edge of this language group 
since it has below 60% lexical similarity with Ndalir, Alaku, Sanggase, and 
Kaptel. However, it does have quite high similarity with a number of other 
Marind villages in the matrix. 
 

The complete data on reported similarity from each of the surveys where the Marind 
and Bian Marind languages were surveyed would need to be compiled and analyzed 
to confirm these language groupings, potential intercomprension, and any internal 
dialectology. Dialect intelligibility testing may be needed if the lexicostatistical data 
above combined with the data on reported similarity do not give a clear impression of 
the level of intelligibility. 
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5.3.2 The Maklew Language 

 
So far, the survey team has only surveyed one Maklew-speaking village (Welbuti), so 
there are no other Maklew wordlists with which to compare. However, according to 
the people in Kimaam, the Maklew variety spoken in Welbuti is similar to the the 
speech varieties spoken in Bibikem and Wanam, two villages that were surveyed in 
August 2001 during the Kimaam Subdistrict survey.23 The people in Bibikem 
reported that they spoke Maklew, but linguists who have studied this area in the past 
all list Bibikem as a Yelmek-speaking village. In addition, the people in Wanan 
reported that they speak the Yelmek language, so it appears that there is a high degree 
of similarity between the Maklew and Yelmek languages.  
  
More complete lexicostatistical data, as well as data on reported similarity, is needed 
from other Maklew and Yelmek-speaking villages to get a clearer picture of the 
relationship between these two languages. 

 
5.3.3 The South Awyu Language 

 
Since no full South Awyu wordlists were gathered during this survey, a comparison 
with other South Awyu wordlists will not be included in this report. For a comparison 
of all full wordlists of the South Awyu language, see “Report on the Lower Digul 
River Survey” (Lebold, to appear).  

 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

6.1 LINGUISTIC SITUATION 
 

From the wordlists, the survey team infers that all the villages surveyed on this trip were 
from three languages: Marind, Maklew, and South Awyu. For the Marind language, the 
people themselves recognize two dialects, a coastal dialect and an interior dialect. 
Nevertheless, these people claim to understand each other, so it does not appear that these 
dialectical differences impede intercomprehension.  

 
6.2 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION  

 
6.2.1 Marind 

 
The Marind people have a reputation for being extremely proud of their culture. The 
Catholic Bishop in Merauke “warned” the survey team about this. He told the team 
that they, as outsiders, may well come to the Marind people with many material 
possessions and much sophistication. Not being Marind makes the team something of 

                                                 
23 This survey was incomplete in its scope. The data is being stored until such time as a future survey team can 

complete the survey work in that area and publish the complete data. However, the data gathered on the 
Maklew and Yelmek languages has been incorporated into this report. 
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second-class people, in their minds. The Marind have always been resistant to cultural 
hegemony, and that attitude seems to run fairly deep. 

 
Likewise, the survey team sensed that there was a pride in the language as part and 
parcel of the culture. The people continue to use their language in all the more 
familiar and intimate domains. Some children also use it at school. Moreover, 
outsiders who come to live in a Marind village are expected to, at least, learn to 
understand the Marind language. 

 
However, there is a pragmatic attitude toward the national language. In order to have 
the greatest advantage in life, one must know and control Indonesian. It is the 
language considered most necessary for written communication. Literacy in the 
vernacular is considered good and helpful in preserving the culture, but it is viewed as 
optional and supplementary. 

 
6.2.2 Maklew 

 
The people who speak the Maklew language seem to be a small group. They also 
seem much less proud of their language and culture than the Marind people do. The 
adults in Welbuti complained to the survey team that their children do not speak their 
language and sometimes make fun of them for using it. The children themselves 
reportedly do not speak the vernacular, although they are able to understand it. This 
was a concern to the adults because they were afraid their language would die out; 
they said their language would not be spoken anymore in 20 years. Nevertheless, the 
survey team did notice some older women who only spoke the vernacular language 
and were not able to speak Indonesian. 

 
6.2.3 South Awyu 

 
The Awyu people are also proud of their language and use it in all the more familiar 
and intimate domains, except when they are speaking with non-Awyu people. There 
is no fear among the people of their language dying out. It was clear that the children 
were also using the vernacular when playing with each other.  

 
6.3 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 
Most of the villages would benefit from better transportation for easier access to markets, 
schools, and other villages. This would also make goods and products more available and 
hopefully cheaper, as well as cut down on the costs of travel. Paving all the roads would 
be a first step in keeping the existing links open year around. Having more “long boats” 
available would also meet this need. However, it is usually the transmigrants who benefit 
from better transportation. It enables them to get further into remote areas, more than 
enabling remote people to get out. 
 
Other community development projects that could be helpful would be in the areas of 
communication, health, and economy. 
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Every village showed great interest in having their language written, not only to preserve 
their language and culture, but also to make it easier to understand information about 
health, education, religion, farming, economy, and other areas. 

 
6.4 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 

 
6.4.1 Marind 

 
Because the Marind language group is so large and influential, to not have a 
language-development program among them is unthinkable. If the LMA (Lembaga 
Masyarakat Adat, or Community Cultural Association) can be brought onboard from 
the outset, there should be a high probability of success. Also, finding educated 
members of the ethnic group who could assist in such a program should be relatively 
easy. The team sensed an openness and an understanding that vernacular language 
development is important to the people. Being one of the majority ethnic groups in 
Merauke Regency, a successful program here could yield many benefits of goodwill 
and good public relations in government, in the Catholic Church, and among the other 
language groups in the area. Since the Marind and Bian Marind languages are so 
closely related, any language development in one language would likely be able to be 
adapted to the other language. 

 
6.4.2 Maklew 

 
The Maklew language group is a relatively small language that is being threatened 
because of the many influences from the outside. This is of great concern to the 
adults. To start a language program in the Maklew language might assist those who 
are interested in the goal of preserving and revitalizing the language. The people in 
Welbuti were very open and supportive of this idea and saw it as an opportunity to 
preserve their language. It is still a question whether educated members of this 
language community can be found in order to help start a language program. 

 
6.4.3 South Awyu 

 
The Awyu ethnic group is a large ethnic group covering an expanded area between 
the Digul River and the Casuarina Coast to the west. They are proud of their language 
and very open to having a language program in their language. 

 
6.5 FUTURE RESEARCH 

 
6.5.1 Marind 

 
More research needs to be done in the Marind language area. The rapid appraisal 
surveys seemed particularly weak in the area of understanding the “felt needs” of the 
people with regard to community development needs. Additionally, dialect 
information needs to be considered, not only between the two known emic dialects, 
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but also among the varieties of speech from village to village, in order to establish 
dialect boundaries. Especially before allocating a team, or teams, these issues need to 
be settled before beginning a language program in the Marind area, so that a language 
development team will be able to be placed in the most optimal location. Questions 
such as Which village is the most conducive to language learning? and Which village 
uses a dialect intelligible by the largest majority of speakers? may most likely not 
point to the same village.  

 
If one or more teams allocate in this language area, they need to learn the language 
well enough to find out what the felt needs of the communities really are. Also, the 
possibilities of serving several dialect areas with one orthography need to be explored 
in order to accommodate the differences in sound between the two Marind speech 
varieties. 

 
6.5.2 Maklew 

 
Because the team only elicited data from the village of Welbuti and have not visited 
two other villages (Woboyo and Dodalim) that are reported to speak the Maklew 
language, these villages will need to be surveyed as well. In addition, more 
information is needed to determine the relationship between Maklew and the Yelmek 
language. 
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APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX A: VILLAGE LEADER QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 

Questions for the Mayor/Chief/Subdistrict Leader* 
October 2000 

* These questions are administered with the highest leader in the area. 
Village: ___________________ 

Subdistrict: ___________________ 
Regency: ___________________ 

Researcher’s Name: ___________________ 
Date: ___________________ 

GENERAL: 
Name: ____________________; Place of birth: _______________ Education: ________ 
Mother tongue: ______________; Language used at home: ____________________________ 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS: 
1.  How many residents live in this village? _________Households; _________People 
2.  Are there foreigners who live in this village/hamlet? Y / N How many? _______ 
 a.  From what country do they originate? 
      1. ______________________ 3. ______________________ 
      2. ______________________ 4. ______________________ 
 b.  Why do they live here?  lumber / mining / mission / other: _______ 
3. Are there people from other ethnic groups who are living here?  Y / N 
 a.  From what ethnic groups? 
     1. ________________: ______ 3. ________________: ______ 
     2. ________________: ______ 4. ________________: ______ 
 b.  Why do they live here?  marriage / work / other: _________________ 
4. Are there members of this ethnic group that have married other ethnic groups?  Y / N 
 What ethnic groups? _____________ / ______________ / _________________ 
 
ECONOMY: 
5. What is the main source of livelihood for people in this village?  agriculture /  hunting / 

fishing / forestry / gold / eaglewood / _______________ / ________________ 
a. When does planting season begin? J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
b. When does harvest season begin?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
c. When is the wet season?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 
d. When is the dry season?  J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D 

6. Are their residents who work outside the village? Y / N   If there are, what is their job? 
 Lumber company / fishing / gold mine / other:  ____________________ 
7. What kinds of crops are planted here? corn / rice / bananas / other ______________ 
8. Is the result of the harvest enough to eat for the people of this village? Y / N   If not  

enough, where does extra food come from? _________________________________ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA: 
9.  Is there electricity here?  Y / N ; PLN / diesel generator / hydro generator / solar power 
10. Is there a single side band (SSB) radio here?  Y / N 

11. Where do you go to make telephone calls?  ____________________________________ 

12. Where do the people get drinking water?  well / river / pump / rain water 

13. Are there toilets here (other than the river/forest)  Y / N 

14. Where do you go for market?  _______________________________________________ 

15 Where is the closest market?  ________________________________________________ 

16. Where is the biggest market?  ________________________________________________ 

16. Is there public transportation in this area?  ship / boat / airplane / other:________________ 
17. Where is the post office?  _______________; police station?  _______________________ 

18. Is there: 
 a. A primary school  Y / N Where is the closest one?  ____________________  
 b. A middle school  Y / N Where is the closest one?  ____________________  
 c. A high school  Y / N Where is the closest one?  ____________________  
 d. A theological school  Y / N Where is the closest one?  ____________________  
 
RELIGION: 
19. Is there a mosque here?  Y / N How many? ____; Where? ____________________ 

20. Is there a church here?  Y / N How many? ____; Where?____________________  

21. Is there a public meeting hall?  Y / N How many? ____; Where?____________________  

22. Is there a house for traditional ceremonies here?  Y / N   How many? ___; Where? _______ 
 
HEALTH: 
23. Is there a community health center?  Y / N   Where is the closest one?_______________ 
24. Is there a doctor / medical worker / midwife that lives here?  Y/ N  Where?_____________ 
25. Is there a traditional healer or expert in traditional medicine who lives here?  Y / N  

Where?__________________________________ 

26. Are there many illnesses here?  Y / N 
 What kinds of illnesses?  _________ / ____________ / ______________ / ___________ 
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APPENDIX B: SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Questions for the Headmaster / Teacher* 

October 2000 
* These questions are administered to the highest leader in the school. 

Village: _________________ 
Subdistrict: _________________ 

Regency: _________________ 
Name of Researcher: _________________ 

Date data gathered: _________________ 
GENERAL: 
Schools that exist here: Primary / Middle / Secondary / Theological School / Other: __________ 
Name of interviewee:  _______________________  Place of birth:  _______________________ 
Mother tongue: ________________________, Language used at home: ____________________ 
 

GRADES AND STUDENTS 
1. How many grades are at this school?   3 grades / 6 grades 

2. How many students are in each class? 
Primary: Grade 1 ___; Grade 2 ___; Grade 3 ___; Grade 4 ___; Grade 5 ___; Grade 6 ___ 

Middle: Grade 1 ____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Secondary: Grade 1 _____; Grade 2 _____; Grade 3 _____ 

Other: ____________, ____________, ___________, _____________, 

3. How many students are from this village? 0 – 10/11 – 20/21 – 30/31 – 40/41 – 50/51 – 60 

4. Are their students from other villages? Y / N  How many? _____; From where? __________ 

5. How many students have graduated from this school and continued schooling? ___________ 
 
LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION 
6. What language is used in class?  Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / Malay / Other ______ 

7. Have you ever spoken the local vernacular in class? Y / N 

8. Have you ever spoken the vernacular outside of class to the students? Y / N 

9. What language is used by the students when they play? Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / 
Malay / Other ______________________, ____________________ 

10. Can the students in grade one already speak Indonesian when they start school? Y / N 

11. Can the students in grade one understand Indonesian when you speak to them? Y / N 

12. How long until they are able to speak Indonesian fluently? ___________ 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
13. What language is used by the residents of this village? Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / 

Malay / Other __________________________________________________ 
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14. Do the residents of this village feel proud of their language? Y / N Why? _________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
15. Have you ever heard the people of this village speak another language? Y / N.  What 

language? ___________ / ___________ / ____________ / __________ / _______________ 
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APPENDIX C: COMMUNITY GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Group Questions 

April, 2001 

Interviewer: _________________________ Recorded by:__________________________ 
Date: _____________ Time: ________ Language Name:________________________ 
Researchers present: __________,_________; Officials present: _____________,____________ 
Total People Present: _____; Adult Men: _____; Adult Women: _____; Youth: ________ 
Village: ____________; River: _____________; Subdistrict: ___________; Regency: 
____________ 
Total Pop.: _ Households (H), _ People (P); Indigenous Pop.: __ H,__ P; Immigrants: __ H, __ P 
Total people who give answers: ________; Total adult men who give answers: _________;  
Total women who give answers: _________; Total young people who give answers: __________ 
 
I. FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

 Subdistrict 
Leader 

Mayor School 
Headmaster 

Traditional 
Leader/Chief 

Religious 
Leader 

Leader originates from where?      
How old?      
1. What is the method for choosing leaders if a change is needed?  

Elected by the people / appointed by the government / generational / other method ________ 
2. Where do you go when:  severe wound _________________; have malaria _____________; 

give birth _____________________; possessed by evil spirit _________________________ 
3. Is there a special community development committee? Y / N 
4. What projects have they recently done? ____________________, _____________________ 
5. Is this village cut off from connection with the outside if there is a flood, dry season, 

landslide, etc? Y / N 
6. Which villages?_____________________________________________________________ 
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II. LANGUAGE USE 
What language is used when: 

Domain Vernacular Indonesian Other Languages 
Private      

1.  At home      
2.  With friends      
3.  In garden/sago plantation      
4.  In the village market      
5.  In the city market      
6.  At the clinic      

SCHOOL      
7.  At break time      
8.  For instruction      
9.  Explanation (homework, etc.)      

UMUM      
10.  Traditional ceremony      
11.  Announcements      
12.  Village council meetings      
 

CHURCH      
13.  Prayer      
14.  Liturgy/Mass      
15.  Singing      
16.  Sermon      
 
17. How many Christians live here? Protestant: ____ Households, ____People; Catholic: ____ 

Households, ____ People 
18. Approximately, how many Muslims live here? _____ Households, _____ People 
19. How many people follow traditional religion? ____ Households, ____ People 
 
III. LANGUAGE CHANGE 
1. Do the young people here more frequently use a language other than the vernacular? Y / N  

Language:________ 
2. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian?  Y / N:______________ 
3. Is this a good thing Y / N;  Why: ________________________________________________ 
4. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian?  Y / N; Is this a good thing? Y / N; 

Why?: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
IV. LANGUAGE VITALITY 
1. With which ethnic group do people usually marry? ________________, ________________ 
2. Are there any restrictions? Y / N; Why? religion / tradition / ethnic group / language / other: 

______ 
3. Do the young people prefer to stay living in the city after they finish higher education? Y / N 
4. Why? _____________________________________________________________________ 
5. Are there any immigrants who live here? Y / N;  How many people?_____ Households, 

_____ People 
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6. For what? (work, marriage, etc..) ______________,_______________,_________________ 
7. They are from what ethnic group? ___________,____________,_____________,_________ 
8. What language is used to speak with them? __________________, _________________ 
9. Do they learn to speak the local language? Y / N 
10. Is that a good thing? Y / N  Why?_______________________________________________ 
 
V. DIALECTOLOGY 
1.  Where is the language the same as the vernacular here? 

Village name Language Name 
  
  
  
2.  Where is the language a little different, but you still can understand it easily? 

Village name Language Name 
  
  
  
 
3.  Where is the language very different, so different that you cannot understand it? 

Village name Language Name 
  
  
  
4.  Other than here, in which village do the people speak your language the best?_____________ 
5.  What language do you use when you meet with people who don’t speak the same as you? 

When you meet 
someone from the 
village/language 

of ... 

What 
language do 

you use? 

What 
language 
does s/he 

use? 

Do you speak slowly 
or normally? 

Y = you, S = S/he 

If there is a child 
that has never heard 
this language, will 

this child understand 
what s/he says? 

Does this 
person come 

from the 
same ethnic 

group? 
   Slowly Normally   
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
6.  Do you use Indonesian every day in this village?  Y / N 
7.  Do you use another language in this village?  Y / N;  Language ___________, ____________ 
8.  What group of people speaks Indonesian the best?   young people / adult men / adult women 
 
VI. LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 
1. In this village, is there a literacy program in the vernacular?  Y / N 
2. Has there ever been someone who has written using the vernacular? Y / N.  Who? ________ 
3. What books have been written in the language of this village? Songs, prayers, the Bible, 

other religious books, parts of the Bible, other books ________; Where are these books? 
________ 
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4. Are you interested in reading and writing the vernacular? Y / N  Why?_________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What do you want to have written in the vernacular?  Songs, prayers, the Bible, other 
religious books, parts of the Bible, other books _____________________________________ 

6. What contribution can you give for the making of such books? ___local produce; 
_____labor; ____donations         Specifically, who is interested in providing labor? ________ 

7. Are you ready to participate in a literacy program in the vernacular? Y / N 
8. Approximately how many people want to participate? ______ Households, ________People 
 Vernacular Indonesian Other 
9. What language do you want to use for learning to read and write?    
10. What language do you want to be used by the children for learning 

to read and write?  
   

 
VII. LANGUAGE EXTINCTION 
1. Do you teach the children to speak the vernacular? Y / N   Why? _____________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
2. Do the children use the vernacular when they play together? Y / N 
3. Will the people here speak the same vernacular twenty years into the future? Y / N 
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APPENDIX D: RULES FOR LEXICAL SIMILARITY DECISIONS (Blair 1990) 
 

Word Length Category I (A) Category II (B) Category III (C) 
Number of phonetic segments 
in the longer of the two words 
being considered: 

Exact C or  
Similar V 

Similar C or  
Other V pairs 

Dissimilar C, or 
C or V with no pair 

Two 2 0 0 
Three 2 1 0 
Four 2 1 1 
Five 3 1 1 
Six 3 2 1 
Seven 4 2 1 
Eight 4 2 2 
Nine 5 2 2 
Ten 5 3 2 
Eleven 6 3 2 
Twelve 6 3 3 

 
If a given word pair is at least as similar as the numbers in the chart above, it is considered 
cognate.  If it is not, (for example, if a four-segment word pair has only one Category I match) 
the words are not considered cognate. 
 

Phonetically Similar Consonants (Cat. II) Phonetically Similar Vowels (Cat. I) 

p - b - m i - y - ɪ - ʏ - e - ø - ɛ 
p - b - ɓ - pʰ - pʷ- pʲ -ᵐp - ᵐb - bʲ - ᵐbʲ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɵ - ᴈ 

v – f - ɸ - ɸˁ - β, β - b - m, p - ɸ - ɸˁ e - ø - ɛ - œ - æ 
t - d - n - d̪ - t ̪- n̪ - ʈ - ɗ - tʷ - dʲ - dʷ - c - ɟ i - y - ɪ - ʏ - ɨ - ʉ - ǝ 

t - s, d - z, d - ɾ, s - ɕ, z - ɹ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɯ - u - ʊ 
s ̪- s - sʲ - sˁ - ʃ - z - zˁ - ʒ -  - ʝ - ç - ᶂ - ɕ ɯ - u - ʊ - ɤ - o - ɔ 

t - tʃ͡, d - dʒ͡, t͡ʃ - dʒ͡, z - dz͡ ɤ - o - ɔ - ʌ 
c - ɟ - k - ɡ - ᵑk - ɡ - kʰ - kʷ - ɡʷ - q - qʷ - Ɂ - ᵑɡ - 
ɢ - ɢʷ - ɠ, ɡ͡b - ɡb͡ʷ - ɡ - b 

æ - œ - a - ᴈ - ɐ - ʌ - ɑ - ɒ 

ç - ʝ - x - ɣ - χ - ʁ - ħ - ʕ - ɦ - hʲ  
c - ç, ɟ - ʝ, k - x, g - ɣ, q - χ, ɢ - ʁ  

m - n - n̪ - ɳ - ɲ - ŋ - mʲ - mʷ - nˁ - nʷ - ɴ  
ɾ - r - l - ɭ - ɽ - ɹ - ɽ - ʎ - l ̪- ɾ ̪  

Ɂ - h - Ø  
w - ɥ - j, ʝ - j  
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APPENDIX E: MODIFIED RULES FOR LEXICAL SIMILARITY DECISIONS OF 
PAPUAN WORDLISTS 
 
Wordlists the survey teams have elicited in the south coast area indicate that Papuan languages in 
this area are different from Austronesian languages. So far, they have discovered some features 
of Papuan languages through eliciting sentences informally. What they have found is that the 
Papuan languages on the south coast have more complicated affixes on verbs and nouns than 
Austronesian languages. Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria from the ones 
given by Blaire in his book, Survey on a Shoestring (1990). However, they tried to follow his 
principles as well. 
 
Here are the modified rules: 
1. Initial, medial, and final glottal stops are sometimes considered as C and sometimes as null. 

Lengthened vowels are sometimes considered as VV, but sometimes as V. Since it is not 
known if the glottal stop will be interpreted as C and lengthened vowel as VV before work is 
done on the interpretation of syllables in each language, the survey team decided to interpret 
glottal stop as C or null and lengthened vowels as V or VV. 

 
2. Phonetically similar segments, which occur consistently in the same position in several word 

pairs, are grouped together. For example, in CVC and CV syllables of some languages 
below, if the initial CV is the same, the survey team ignored the final C and grouped them 
together, as in: 

No.  14. ‘he’ [jʊ]  and [juːβ] 
No.108. ‘wind’ [ɸː]   and [ɸːβ] 
No.  23. ‘flesh’ [nɔ]   and [nɔːp] 
No.  26. ‘person’ [jæˈnɔʔ]  and [jænɔːp] 
No.158. ‘five’ [wæˈjænɔʔ]  and [wæjæˈnɔːp] 

(from Tsaukambo and Korowai) 
 

Awyu and Yaqay have the same features in the nasalized and non-nasalized vowels. Thus, 
[õ] and [ɑ̃] are considered the same as nasalized vowels and velar nasals like [õŋ], [ãŋ]. 

No.  21. ‘blood’ [gõ]  and [gõŋ] 
No.189. ‘know’ [nɐˈɸɐ]̃ and [nɑˈfɑŋ]     (from Awyu) 
 

3. Affixes are ignored. However, affixes (prefixes, infixes, or suffixes) in Papuan languages are 
difficult to identify, especially in verbs, as Papuan languages sometimes have the subject, 
object, tense, or aspect embedded in the verb. For example, when the words below are 
grouped together, they begin to see what may be interpreted as roots as follows: 

No.196 ‘awaken’ [nɑɣɑˈfi nu] 
   [nɑ    niˈnũ] 

[ne     fi nu] 
[ˈnɐɣɐˈɸinɐ] 
[dɪ      ɸinu]  (from Awyu) 
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4. Affricates [t͡s, d͡ʒ, d͡z] and modifications [ᵐb, dʲ] can be considered as one segment. 
 
5. Diphthongs can be considered two segments or one segment, depending on the comparison 

being made. 
 
6. In phrases, the most similar words are compared. This generally occurs with numbers, 

prepositional adverbs, adjectives, and interrogative pronouns, as follows: 
No.174. ‘bad’ [jɐmɐ] 
   [jɑmɑh] 
   [jɑˈmɑ nepʰ] 
   [jɑmam bɛk]  (from Yaqay) 
 

In addition, words that look like compounds, especially nouns and pronouns, are grouped 
together, even if they do not match exactly lexically: 

No.  2. ‘hair’ [xɑbɑjoŋ] 
   [hɐbɐjõ] 
   [xɐbɐjoŋ] 
   [jõŋ]   (from Awyu ) 

7. The following segments are considered exact matches; [u] = [w] and [i] = [j]: 
 
8. Consistent sound change or sound shift, which occurs in some languages, are considered 

exact matches, as follows: 
In the Awyu language, [f] and [ɸ], [j] and [d͡ʒ] are the same. 

No.  233. ‘name’ [fi]  and  [ɸi] 
 

In Yaqay, [kʰ] and [x] are the same. 
No.  142. ‘cold’ [kox]  and  [kokʰ] 
 

In Kombai language, sounds [r] and [s] are exactly the same: 
No.  24. ‘urine’ [iri]  and  [isi] 
No.  95. ‘rattan’ [ri]  and  [si] 
 

9. Unreleased consonants, accents, and nasalization on vowels are ignored. 
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APPENDIX F: WORDLISTS ELICITED DURING THIS SURVEY 
 

English/Indonesian Marind/ Alaku Marind/ Ihalik Marind/ 
Kaptel 

Marind/ 
Sanggase 

Awyu/ 
Salamepe 

Maklew/ 
Welbuti 

001 head/kepala pa pa pa pa ɣeba ala 
002 hair/rambut ta'tih tatih tatih/tət̯ih ta'tih ɣeba mɔ awam 
003 eye/mata kind kind kind kind kiro ɔpɔ 
004 ear/telinga kam'bɛt kambɛt kambɛt kam'bɛt turu ɔpklɔ 
005 nose/hidung aŋgip aŋgɛp isih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ si həlm 
006 mouth/mulut 'babəbɛ babke babkɛ 'babəbɛ mbɔ uhɔ 
007 lip/bibir utup utup itup i'tup mbɔ mugaʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
008 tooth/gigi maŋgat gajgaj/ maŋgat maŋ'gat maŋgat maga kəl 
009 tongue/lidah unum unum inum i'num ɸagɛ nɛpla 
010 upper arm/tangan saŋga saŋ'ga səŋ'ga saŋga bido baŋuja 
011 elbow/siku muk̚ mug̚ mug̚ muk̚ bido mjo kahlɔ 
012 finger/jari saŋga (ŋgol) saŋga saŋ'ga saŋga bido toro bəl 
013 fingernail/kuku tɛk̚ tɛkh tɛkh tɛk̚ dosɛ almɔ 
014 breast/susu bub bub bub mub omɛ mɔmɔ 
015 stomach/perut χandam ibus/ dajamu ibus an'dam koku əkəl balaŋ 
016 liver/hati ɔn ɔn halihil/ɔn ɔn/a'kik̚ wu hɔkɔ 
017 leg/kaki tagu təkom/ takom kale/tək̯am tagu/kali kito wɔdɔ 
018 knee/lutut mig mig̚ mig̚ mig bujmigi ahkɛ 
019 body hair/bulu ɭul ɭul ɭul ɭul χamɔ ɔhja 
020 skin/kulit u'gu u'gu u'gu u'gu χa ase 
021 blood/darah do do do do go ɛhlɛk 
022 bone/tulang ha'jaw hajo hajɔ ha'jo bɛgi pu 
023 flesh/daging mui moi/bət̯ud moi mui kodo mɔmgɔ 
024 urine/air kencing kono kond u'su usu ji ɔŋɔ 
025 faeces/tahi na na na na ɔ gawɔ 
026 person/orang anim/anem/anum anɛm anim/anem/ 

anum 
anim/anem/ 
anum 

noɣo məlɔ 

027 man/laki-laki a'nem/amnaŋgib anem/am-naŋgib/ 
pət̯ul 

pət̯ul/amnaŋgip a'nem/amnaŋgib ɣobəg̯ati ɛmələŋ 

028 woman/ perempuan sah/kjasom kehasom/ 
waʔogkəlo 

sah/iwag/ 
kijasom 

sah fiŋgi ajɔhaŋ 

029 husband/suami 'ahajam/ eham noʔanim/ sah ɛhjam/ noʔanim 'ahajam/ eham waɣo ɛ'bɔbɛ 
030 wife/isteri uhjum noʔage/ nahjum sah/nahjum/ 

ɛhjum 
'uhujum wara kɛ'piŋɔ 

031 mother/ibu nɛ man nɛ/nan nɛ omɛʔ 'ŋɔwa 
032 father/ayah ad bab bab ah ajɛʔ 'mima 
033 child/anak wanaŋgib naʔakam nakam nalkam/wanaŋgib mɛtɣɛ jaŋ 
034 elder sister/kakak 
       perempuan 

nalaku anun an 'maeanum ani ɲɛnamɛiŋ 
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English/Indonesian Marind/ Alaku Marind/ Ihalik Marind/ 
Kaptel 

Marind/ 
Sanggase 

Awyu/ 
Salamepe 

Maklew/ 
Welbuti 

035 elder brother/kakak  
       laki-laki 

namek aj aj 'maeanem ajoɣo ɲɛnamɔdiŋ 

036 younger sister/adik  
       perempuan 

nalaku naŋg naŋg 'ɛʔsanum rakuda wɔbjamɛiŋ 

037 younger brother/adik  
       laki-laki 

namek esanem/ naŋg esanem/ naŋg 'ɛʔsanem kuda neti wɔbjamɔdiŋ 

038 grandmother/nenek da'da dada dada da'da ane kaga 
039 grandfather/tete a'mai kambe kambe a'mai ane kaga 
040 grandchild/cucu nahɪb nahɛb̚ nahib na'he/nahib titɣɔ kaga 
041 friend/teman namek namɛk̚ nəmək̚ na'nek χabi ŋgɛis̯ 
042 I/saya nok̚ nokh nokh nok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ŋəlɔ 
043 you/kamu joq woʔ woʔ oʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔbe 
044 he/she/dia ɛpɛ epenem ekɔpanɛm 'ɛpɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ibak̚ 
045 we(excl.)/kami noke nokh nokh nok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋag 
046 we(incl.)/kita otih nokh nokh nok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋagɔmɛp 
047 you(pl)/kamu orang joq apenem woʔgɔhjɔʔ joʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔmle 
048 they/dorang ipe epenim ekɔpanim ipe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ imlɛb 
049 bird/burung 'uχjub uhub uhjub 'uχjub ji ajebɔla 
050 wing/sayap tah taʔ tah/puth tah jaga bɛgi 'mama 
051 egg/telur ka'na kən̯a kən̯a ka'na ganaʔ 'alɔŋ 
052 rat/tikus rumah ɣabo babou̯ babo/ isbulalah ba'bo kiso turo sɔ'hɔli 
053 bandicoot/tikus tanah tuban mambit mambit ba'nit kiso turo sɔ'hɔli 
054 dog/anjing ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat̚ ɣopgi num 
055 tail/ekor wak̚ /ŋgui wakh wakh wak̚ munu 'pali 
056 pig/babi basik bahik bahik ba'χik̚ uwi 'milɔm 
057 fish/ikan 'awɛ awe 'awɛ 'awɛ 'aɣa dəm 
058 snake/ular ahej̯aki wagau̯h waguh wa'gu wɛti gu'mɔlɔ 
059 goanna/soasoa kade'huk debakh debakh kade'huk wɛti bi kə'dɛhuk 
060 worm/cacing alo 'alo 'alo alok wɛru mɔ'wati 
061 mosquito/nyamuk naŋ'git nəŋ̯gɛt nəŋ̯git naŋ'git nɛgi 'awi 
062 louse/kutu mbam nason/ nahun nason na'son gu dɔ'buna 
063 crocodile/buaya 'kiu kiju kiju 'kiu ajaʔ 'jawuŋ 
064 leech/lintah am'bai wapdih/ wapid wapdih am'bai tisi 'awul 
065 cassowary/kasuari kai kəjih kajih kai sawari 'ɔhi 
066 ant/semut musamus məsmus məsmus masmus tutufio/sugnaɣa/

kirogofo 
'kənjɛ 

067 cuscus/kuskus pohon mba'jam mbajam mbajam mba'jam bajamu 'dɛbak̚ 
068 tree kangaroo/laolao wa'leh mbun mbun wa'leh kiso 'walɛh 
069 kangaroo/kangaru saχam waleh/woi woi/waleh oi kiso 'dɔki 
070 tree/pohon de de de de yi 'dɔjɔ 
071 bark/kulit kayu ugu wugu wugu 'deugu/ de'pal yi χa dɔjɔ 'asɛ 
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English/Indonesian Marind/ Alaku Marind/ Ihalik Marind/ 
Kaptel 

Marind/ 
Sanggase 

Awyu/ 
Salamepe 

Maklew/ 
Welbuti 

072 leaf/daun ŋgol tatɛkh sus ŋgol mɔʔ 'ɔpup 
073 root/akar itit tɛno itith itit taɣa mu'kɔpɔ 
074 thorn/duri ban ban ban ban bɛnɛɸi 'kəlɛp 
075 seed/biji kana məkmokh kən̯e ka'na rɔ 'mulɔ 
076 betel nut/pinang ka'nis kanis kanis ka'nis tiʔ 'hale 
077 chewing betel/sirih 'dadəmi dadmih/bib dadmih 'dadəmi bibu da'dimu 
078 lime/kapur koi koi koi koi χami 'mujnɔ 
079 coconut/kelapa (tua)  mes mes mes mes pojo koma 'mijɔ 'həlɔŋ 
080 green coconut/ kelapa  
       muda 

'oŋgat oŋgat mbul 'oŋgat pojo kuru 'mijɔ ɔpɔ'dɔlɔ 

081 banana/pisang na'pet napeth nabeth na'pet kaɣi 'ɔkəl 
082 salt/garam e'tob etop kaseh etop kaseh e'tob da ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
083 cassava/kasbi detamoχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kapetala wubi 'dɛka 
084 breadfruit/sukun 'balau balau bəlau 'balau ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'sɔkɔ 
085 taro/keladi 'kɛmb kɛm/kəladi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kɛmb ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mus 
086 sweet potato/betatas ɹiskah kopetala kopetala 'iskah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ajɛ'kɔbaŋ 
087 sago tree/pohon sagu da da da da ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ajɛŋ 
088 sago flour/isi sagu da da da da ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ajɛŋ 
089 sago porridge/papeda ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ da da ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
090 sago pancake/sinole ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ da da ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
091 rice/beras ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔhɔ 
092 rice/nasi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔhɔ 
093 bamboo/bambu su'ba suba suba su'baʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'bijɔl 
094 kunai/alang-alang umasa op bibə ̯ om'sa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wɔka 
095 rattan/rotan tup̚ tup bole tup̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ihɔ 
096 soil/tanah ma'kan makon ŋgɛm ma'kan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɔk 
097 stone/batu ka'talɣ kət̯al kət̯al ka'talɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'mətə 
098 sand/pasir sa sa sa sa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔh 
099 beach/pantai 'watamat̚ duh ⁿduh 'watamat̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wuduwɛlɔ-

wɛlɔ 
100 mud/lumpur ŋgɛm/dalo daloh ibul ŋgɛm/dalo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'mbəlɔm 
101 water/air adakah akah atkeh adə'kɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ju 
102 sea/laut duh nduh ⁿduh duh ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wudu 
103 river/sungai 'aleki likh leki 'aleki ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jəŋɔmu 
104 lake/danau bob mbobh mbobh bob ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɔb 
105 cloud/awan o'mom ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ omom o'mom ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ səl'bu 
106 rain/hujan χe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛ e ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ maŋ 
107 sky/langit(biru) 'mɛsialao ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kunajanih 'mɛsialao ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ səl'bu 
108 wind/angin kiwalɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kiwal kiwalɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ həlhəl 
109 sun/matahari 'katane ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ katane 'katane ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔ'limu 
110 moon/bulan mandaw ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mando 'mando ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'mandaw 
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English/Indonesian Marind/ Alaku Marind/ Ihalik Marind/ 
Kaptel 

Marind/ 
Sanggase 

Awyu/ 
Salamepe 

Maklew/ 
Welbuti 

111 night/malam di'nɔ/ap/ i'him ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dinɔ/ap̚ / ihim di'nɔ/ap/ i'him ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wi 
112 star/bintang wajalɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ohom wajalɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wajal 
113 fire/api ta'kah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ təkah ta'kah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ake 
114 smoke/asap lak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tau̯th tut̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ a'kasa 
115 ashes/abu gumna ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ gou̯m gumn ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəb 
116 forest/hutan deg/ χawaχa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ⁿdɛgh 'aha aha/ deg ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'gulu/golu 
117 mountain/gunung egat̚ / katpale ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛtokalah egat̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wɔmal 
118 garden/kebun pojah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ pojah po'ja/ma'lu ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jas 
119 house/rumah ahah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ aha a'ha/milah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɛbi 
120 roof/atap ɛbta ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ idup ɛbt ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wɛhu 
121 village/kampung milah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ milah mi'lah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɔ'lɔwɔ 
122 fence/pagar utah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ utah u'taʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɔ'lɔgu 
123 rope/tali ⁿɖɔnd ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ndon ⁿɖɔnd ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dəl/dɛl 
124 canoe/perahu ja'hun ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jahun ja'hun ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'imɔ 
125 paddle/dayung kahwija ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kahwe ka'hɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kahja 
126 path(road)/jalanan 'kai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kai 'kai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kamɛ 
127 machete/parang jo'dam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ahekh jo'dam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'bagɔs 
128 axe/kapak 'imbasom ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ koɸi 'imbasom ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'mbasɔm 
129 bow/busur mih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mih mih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'mijɛs 
130 arrow/anak panah taŋ'ge ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ təŋ̯gɛ taŋ'ge ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'təŋgɛ 
131 knife/pisau 'sokijodam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ sokɛdam 'sokijodam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ sɔka'hakəl 
132 net bag/noken ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wad wad ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɛku 
133 this/ini ehe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ sepe ehe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kajbak 
134 that/itu epe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epeh epe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kibak 
135 here/di sini endaj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ehen e'heʔnege ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'kawa 
136 there/di situ epende ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epeh e'peʔnege ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ka'kuwa 
137 over there/di sana ependa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epeh e'pende ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kakibak kjɔ 
138 above/di atas lahwalah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jɛl el ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'məgɛ 
139 below/di bawah makan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ məkan ma'kan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'hɔkɔ 
140 in front/di depan maχaj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ maʔeh maʔ'ɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'miklɛ 
141 behind/di belakang ɛs ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛs ɛs ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɛŋɛl 
142 inside/di dalam kumaχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kumaʔ ku'maʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dəm 
143 outside/di luar apip̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ pou̯kh a'pip̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'həma 
144 left/kiri awaɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ awaʔ a'waʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'awah 
145 right/kanan atoχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nokanawaʔ a'toh ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kɛ'bɛlma 
146 black/hitam kunaihi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dimulani 'kunaihin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ gɛhilɛ 
147 white/putih koihi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kowejeni 'koihin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mujnɔpaŋ 
148 red/merah dohi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nduweni dohi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kɛis̯ɛpɛpaŋ 
149 green/hijau ŋgaluŋgalhin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ adabadab ŋgaluŋgalhin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
150 blue/biru 'misijalauhin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ masialɔ 'misijalauhin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
151 yellow/kuning 'bidabed ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ⁿdeglani 'badbedhin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dɛljɛpaŋ 
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152 all/semua otih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ animuti u'tih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ balamɛp 
153 many/banyak otiha ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ animuti u'tih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'bala 
154 one/satu hjakod ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ iskudə ̯ 'iskud ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɛpɔla 
155 two/dua inah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inis i'nis ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inagɛ 
156 three/tiga inah hjakod ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inis kaʔ iskud 'inis iskud ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inagɛ mɛpɔla 
157 four/empat inah inah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inis inis 'inise ihis ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inagɛ inagɛ 
158 five/lima mbjala saŋga balen ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ utih 'laʔ saŋga ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ inagɛ inagɛ 

mɛpɔla 
159 six/enam saŋga balen 

jakodlaleʔ 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ utih iskud 'laʔ saŋga iskud ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka 

mɛpɔla 
160 seven/tujuh saŋga balen inah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ utih inis 'laʔ saŋga inis ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka inagɛ 
161 eight/delapan saŋga balen inah 

hjakod 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'laʔ saŋga inis 

iskud 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka inagɛ 

mɛpɔla 
162 nine/sembilan saŋga balen inah 

inah 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'laʔ saŋga inise 

inis 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka inagɛ 

inagɛ 
163 ten/sepuluh 'saŋga ba'len ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'saŋga ba'len ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka ŋuka 
164 twenty/dua puluh tagu saŋga balen ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'saŋga kale balen ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlŋuka ŋuka 

wɔdɔ 
165 big/besar samb ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jabago samb biŋgɛ 'balaŋ 
166 small/kecil papes ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɛlaʔ ago be'laʔ kasi'di 'hitiŋ 
167 old(things)/lama tanamagoʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mədunago 'hiuk patuʔ 'pɔtɔŋ 
168 new/baru noɣago ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ noʔago 'noago noɣogu 'ŋəluwɔŋ 
169 old(people)/tua tanamjanem ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ asi 'mesanem joɣo mɛsiwag 
170 young/muda nokanem ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ noʔanem noanem aɸo nɔhanim 
171 hot/panas e'na ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ enah e'na apa 'ŋɔlɔ 
172 cold/dingin sadodeh ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ asodeh 'sasodeh toru 'jɔha 
173 good/baik waniŋ'gap ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wən̯iŋ-gaʔago waniŋ'gap maɣə ̯ja ŋəməŋ 
174 bad/rusak(jahat) jalet ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jaman jalet jɛfki kə'lajpaŋ 
175 sharp/tajam alelaj/ jagajag ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ elele e'hui bɔdba 'dimɔ 
176 dull/tumpul χandaχal ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ guti ⁿdaal mbago umatəŋ 
177 near/dekat anwaχa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ejsaj andwa'u kɛɣja ɔ'gɔlma 
178 far/jauh ma'hut ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mahuth ma'hut ɣaga wɛgɛ ma'hut 
179 wet/basah dubadub ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jɛju jɛ'ju gɛgdaki anan 
180 dry/kering 'kapalet ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəpalɛt 'kapalet sagi uwatiŋ 
181 long/panjang wagatok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ogidado o'gid piɹsɛ tipu 'balaŋ 
182 short(things)/pendek dahokis ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dokisago 'dohkis pagɛ 'təməŋ 
183 tall/tinggi wagatok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ogid o'gid piɹsɛ  ɣijagi 'tipu 
184 short(people)/pendek dahokis ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dokisago ma'kan muka 'təməŋ 
185 blind/buta kinti ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ daglo kinduk/ kindik ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'paluŋ 
186 deaf/tuli gau/lasasep ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ gau 'lahasep ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ gaw 
187 see/lihat walə'wa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dih walə'wa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔpɔ 
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188 hear/dengar gan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wahuth wa'hut̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔpkəlɔ 
189 know/tahu ma'jai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɛjaj ma'jai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'wɔhkaŋ 
190 speak/berkata aχi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɛjan ma'nem/ ma'jan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'gaga 
191 tired/cape nuap nihu̯id ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nuh nu ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'haku 
192 afraid/takut wutna ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wut̚ hudn̩ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɔjɔ 
193 sleep/tidur nu ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nuh nu ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔ'pula 
194 sit/duduk am'bid ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ambid am'bid ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ məd 
195 wake up/bangun ti'min ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nahɛkh ti'min ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ŋjapwɛ 
196 awaken/kasih bangun atju̯n ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ aʔahɛkh ah 'timin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jalkwɛma 
197 stand/berdiri atin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ atin a'tin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ daŋ 
198 walk/jalan kaki meŋ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ pəl̯ekaj kalemeŋ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bɔgɔlɔ kamɛ 
199 run/lari waɹak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ walakh wa'lak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'sɛmɛ 
200 swim/berenang a'hol/amad ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ haʔokh a'hol/amad ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'hjakɛ 
201 fly/terbang tapeb ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ahdikh 'aχdik ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'hjamu 
202 wash/cuci kisawan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəs̯əŋ̯gid 'kɛsowan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjuh 
203 scratch/garuk kahasub ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kə'subh 'kasup̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjalɔkəl 
204 hold/pegang han ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ həind hin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjalka 
205 split(wood)/belah χaŋgak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ halokh aŋ'gak/aʔak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjalmukla 
206 tie/ikat kipalud ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ aʔun ɛʔ'un ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjalbəla 
207 dig/gali eg ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ eg̚ eg ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjakwak 
208 stab/tikam wa'lok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dutukh wa'lok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjɛkɛhɛ 
209 fall/jatuh haj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ pasibh pa'sib ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋajuwɔ 
210 drop(tr)/kasih jatuh anam haj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bepasibh 'bɛd pasib/ 

anam pasib 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛpɛtɛŋɛ 

211 bathe/mandi udug ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ adugh a'duk ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ salɛh 
212 bathe/kasih mandi akisawin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ adugh a'haʔ'kɛswin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ sale jahəl 
213 eat/makan noχahwiɹɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tamuʔ ahiʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔŋa 
214 drink/minum χi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ej i ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛŋuwɛ 
215 kill/bunuh wamuk/pen ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wamukh pen ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'hjagul 
216 die/mati kahid ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kahih ka'hi ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epa'halɔ 
217 give/beri(kasih) og ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ həi̯nd a'χog/ anaog ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjaj 
218 come/datang ahman ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ahmaem aχmaʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjaj kabɔ 
219 go/pergi ahumaχa ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ahumʔah a'χumaʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ hjamtam 
220 laugh/tertawa χai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ aj ai ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəŋ 
221 cry/menangis ihwin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ihin i'hin ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋaŋ 
222 burn(intr)/bakar χaunip̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ usuah unip̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛpɛl 
223 burn(tr)/membakar tad ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ usuah o'tad ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ akejatɔ 
224 dry in sun/menjemur hwasakjon ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ huəi̯b 'haskeun ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jalu bahlɛ 
225 blow/tiup kab ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kaʊ̯b kub ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ijuh 
226 hit/pukul wa'muk̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wamʊkh wa'muk̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jabəŋgɛ 
227 search/cari χalaw ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ walwa halak̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jaliham 
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228 shoot/panah kɛrahɛab ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ de ta'min ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jatɔ 
229 bite/gigit haniχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ haneʔ ha'nɛʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəl 
230 cough/batuk kapul ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kepul kasŋguχjup̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kəpɔl 
231 no(not)/tidak mbeaka ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mək̯ahɛ mba ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'makɔ 
232 language/bahasa ma'jan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mɛjan ma'jan ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'gaga 
233 name/nama i'gih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ igih i'gih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋə'gɛlɛ 
234 who/siapa takohobo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tɛgoho tege/tuge ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ amɛmən 
235 what/apa takahab ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tagɛ toge ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ima 
236 where/di mana endahabɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ⁿdonⁿdu-wahɛ 'ende ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ agɔwak 
237 when/kapan tandɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tandən̯ɛ 'tondane ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ imapabɔ 
238 why/kenapa entago ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tagɛ 'toʔɛk ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ imapahabɔ 
239 how many/berapa entago kahabə ̯ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ndonɛgɛ en'deni ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ imagɔla aŋɔ 
240 heart/jantung ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ beke ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dibo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
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English/ 

Indonesian 
Marind/ 
Alatepi 

Marind/ 
Boepe/ 
Kwemsid 

Marind/ 
Dufmira 

Marind/ 
Iwol 

Marind/ 
Kaniskobat

Marind/ 
Makaling 

Marind/ 
Nakias 

Marind/ 
Okaba 

Marind/ 
Poepe 

Marind/ 
Tagaepe 

Marind/ 
Wambi  

001 head/kepala pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa pa 
002 hair/rambut tatih tetih ta'tih ta'tih tɛti ta'tih ta'tih tatih tetih ta'tih ta'tih 
003 eye/mata kind kind kind kind kin kind kind kin kind kind kind 
004 ear/telinga kam'bɛt kambɛt kam'bɛt kam'bɛt kambɛt kam'bɛt kam'bɛt kambɛt kəm'bɛt kam'bɛt kam'bɛt 
005 nose/ 

 hidung 
isih iseih aŋgip aŋgip isɛj aŋgip aŋgɛp aŋgip oŋ'gɛp aŋgɛp aŋgip 

006 mouth/ 
 mulut 

'babəkɛ babke 'babəkɛ 'babəkɛ babke 'babəkɛ babəkɛ/ 
babke/ahel 

babakɛ babke babəkɛ 'babəkɛ 

007 lip/bibir i'tup itup utup utup itup u'tup utup utup itup utup u'tup̚ 
008 tooth/gigi maŋgat məŋgat maŋgat maŋgat məŋgat maŋgat maŋgat maŋgat məŋgat maŋgat maŋgat 
009 tongue/ 

 lidah 
i'num inum unum unum hinum unum unum unum inum unum unum 

010 upper arm/ 
 tangan 

saŋga səŋga/ kɔm saŋga saŋga səŋga/ kɔm saŋga saŋga saŋga səŋga/ kɔm səŋga saŋga 

011 elbow/siku muk̚ muk̚ mukʰ mukʰ muk̚ mukʰ mukʰ muk̚ muk̚ mukʰ mukʰ 
012 finger/jari saŋga saŋga saŋga saŋga saŋga saŋga/ 

mudla 
saŋga saŋga saŋga saŋga saŋga 

013 finger-nail/ 
 kuku 

tɛk̚ tɛk̚ itil itil tɛk̚ tɛk̚ tɛk̚ tɛk̚ tɛk̚ tɛk̚ itil 

014 breast/susu bub bub bub bub bub bub bub bub bub bub mub 
015 stomach/ 

 perut 
an'dam ibus/jamu an'dam χan'dam yamu an'dam ibus/ 

dajamu 
ɣandam ibus/jamu ibus/ 

dajamu 
an'dam 

016 liver/hati ɔn wɔn ɔn/a'kik̚ ɔn/a'kik̚ ɔn ɔn/a'kik̚ ɔn ɔn wɔn ɔn ɔn/a'kik̚ 
017 leg/kaki kalɛ kalɛ tagu/kali tagu/kali kalɛ tagu/kali takom kagu kalɛ təkam tagu/kali 
018 knee/lutut mig mig mig mig mig mig mig mig mig mig mig 
019 body  

 hair/bulu 
ɭul lul ɭul ɭul lul ɭul ɭul lul selul/lul sə ̯ɭul ɭul 

020 skin/kulit u'gu hugu u'gu u əg̯u hugu u'gu ugu ugu ugu u'gu u'gu 
021 blood/darah do ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ do do dɔ do do dɔ dɔ do do 
022 bone/tulang ha'jo hajɔ ha'jo/ 

hajaw 
ha'jo/ 
hajaw 

hajo ha'jo/ 
hajaw 

hajaw hajo hajɔ hajow ha'jo/ 
hajaw 

023 flesh/ 
 daging 

mui muih mui mui muj mui mui/bət̯ud muj muih mui/bət̯ud mui 

024 urine/  
 air kencing 

usu usu kono kono usu kono usuh/kond kono usu kond kono 

025 faeces/tahi na na na na na na na na na na na 
026 person/ 

 orang 
a'nim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

anɛm a'nim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

a'nim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

anɛm anim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

anim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

anɛm anɛm anim/ 
anem/ 
anum 

anim/ 
anem/ 
anum 
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027 man/  
 laki-laki 

anem/am-
naŋgib/ 
pət̯ul 

patul a'nem/ 
amnaŋgib 

a'nem/ 
amnaŋgib 

patul anem/ 
amnaŋgib 

anem/am-
naŋgib/ 
pət̯ul 

patul patul anem/am-
naŋgib/ 
pət̯ul 

anem/ 
amnaŋgib 

028 woman/  
 perempuan 

sah kjasɔm/ sah sah sah kijasɔm sah/kjaso
m/ iwag 

sah kijasɔm kjasɔm/ sah sah/iwag sah/kjasom 
/iwag 

029 husband/  
 suami 

eham ɛham/ 
ɛhjam/ 
amnaŋgip 

'ahajam/ 
eham 

'ahajam/ 
eham 

ɛham 'ahajam/ 
eham 

'ahajam/ 
ehjam 

ɛham ɛham/ 
ɛhjam/ 
amnaŋgip 

ahajam/ 
eham/ 
noagɛ 

'ahajam/ 
eham 

030 wife/isteri 'uhujum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum uhjum 
031 mother/ibu nɛ nan an an nan an jan/nan nɛ nan jan/nan an 
032 father/ayah aih babə ̯ ad ad babə ̯ ad bab bab/ɛhwaj babə ̯ bab ad 
033 child/anak nalkam/ 

wanaŋgib 
nakam/ 
nalkam 

nalkam/ 
wanaŋgib 

patul 
jakod/ 
wanaŋgib 

nakam nalkam/ 
wanaŋgib 

nakam/ 
wanaŋgib 

nalakam/ 
unaŋgip 

nakam/ 
nalkam 

nakam/ 
wanaŋgib 

nalkam/ 
wanaŋgib 

034 elder sister/ 
 kakak  
 perempuan 

'ma eanum an/ani maχajanum maχajanum ani maɣajanu
m 

anun/ 
anunah 

maɣajanum an/ani anun maχajanum

035 elder  
 brother/  
 kakak  
 laki-laki 

'ma eanem aj maχajanem maχajanem aj maɣajane
m 

aj/ajah maɣajanem aj aj maχajanem

036 younger  
 sister/  
 adik  
 perempuan 

'ɛʔsanum esanum 'esanum 'esanum esanum 'esanum esanum esanum esanum esanum 'esanum 

037 younger  
 brother/ 
 adik  
 laki-laki 

'ɛʔsanem esanem 'esanem 'esanem esanem 'esanem esanem esanem esanem esanem 'esanem 

038 
grandmother/ 
 nenek 

da'da dada amai/ 
mesiwag 

amai/ 
mesiwag 

dada amai/ 
mesiwag 

dada/ 
dadah 

dada dada dada/amaj amai/ 
mesiwag 

039 grandfather/  
 tete 

a'mai dada/amai χasti/ɣasti χasti/ɣasti/ 
amai 

dada χasti/amai amaj/ kakaj
/kambɛ 

ad dada/amai kakaj/ 
kambɛ 

χasti/ɣasti 

040 grandchild/  
 cucu 

na'hib/ 
na'he 

nahjɛib̯/ 
nahjiɛ 

naheb naheb nahib naheb naheb nahib nahɛb naheb naheb 

041 friend/teman na'nek namɛk̚ namek namek namɛk̚ namek/ 
nasu 

namɛk namɛk̚ namɛk̚ namek namek 

042 I/saya nok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ nok̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ nokʰ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ 
043 you/kamu oʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ oɣ oɣ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ joq ɔχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ oɣ 
044 he/she/dia 'ɛpɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epe/upe epe/upe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ 'ɛpɛ japɛanɛm ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ epe/upe 
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English/ 
Indonesian 

Marind/ 
Alatepi 

Marind/ 
Boepe/ 
Kwemsid 

Marind/ 
Dufmira 

Marind/ 
Iwol 

Marind/ 
Kaniskobat

Marind/ 
Makaling 

Marind/ 
Nakias 

Marind/ 
Okaba 

Marind/ 
Poepe 

Marind/ 
Tagaepe 

Marind/ 
Wambi  

045 we (excl.)/  
 kami 

utih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ noke noke ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ noke nokʰ/ɔχ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ keti 

046 we (incl.)/ 
 kita 

utih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ noke ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ otih/ 
noketi 

nokʰ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nok̚ 

047 you(pl)/ 
 kamu orang 

joʔ/ gejoʔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ joɣ inah joɣ/ 
otihanim 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ joɣ otih/ 
joq 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ otihanim 

048 they/dorang ipe (nigɛ) ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ipe ipe ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɛbaŋguk/ 
ipe 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ipe 

049 bird/burung 'uχjub uhjub uχjub uχjub uhjub uχjub uhjub uhjub uhjub uχjub 'uχjub 
050 wing/sayap tah ta/tah tah tah ta tah tah tah ta/tah tah tah 
051 egg/telur ka'na kɛna/ 

kəna 
ka'na ka'na kɛna kana kən̯ah kana kɛna/ 

kəna 
kən̯a ka'na 

052 rat/tikus 
 rumah 

ba'bo babo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ babɔ ɣabo babow/ 
səsul 

ɣabo babo babow/ 
səsul 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

053 bandicoot/ 
 tikus tanah 

ba'nit banut̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ tuban uɭʔoun/ 
mambit 

ɣabo banut̚ uɭʔoun/ 
mambit 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

054 dog/anjing ŋgat ŋgat ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat ŋgat ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
055 tail/ekor wak̚ wak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wak wak̚ /ŋgui wak̚ wak wak wak̚ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
056 pig/babi ba'xik̚ bahaik ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ bahik basik basik basik bahaik bahik ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
057 fish/ikan 'awɛ awɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ awɛ awɛ awɛ awɛ awɛ awɛ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
058 snake/ular wa'gu wagu/ 

waguh 
̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wagu ahej̯aki wagu ahejaki wagu/ 

waguh 
wagu ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

059 goanna/ 
 soasoa 

kade'huk dɛbak ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ dɛbak kadihuk dɛbok̚ / 
ɣaimbah 

kadihuk dɛbak debak̚ / 
ɣaimbah 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

060 worm/cacing alok alɔ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ alɔ alo alo alɔ alɔ alo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
061 mosquito/ 

 nyamuk 
naŋ'git naŋgɛit ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ naŋgit naŋ'git naŋgɛt naŋgit naŋgɛit naŋgɛt ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

062 louse/kutu na'son nasɔn ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ nasɔn mbam nahun mbamb/ 
nason 

nasɔn nahun ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

063 crocodile/ 
 buaya 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kijuw ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kijuw ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔjɔ kijuw ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kiju/ojo ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

064 leech/lintah ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ambaj/ 
wapid 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wapid ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ambaj/ 
wapid 

ambaj/ 
wapidih 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ambaj/ 
wapid 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

065 cassowary/ 
 kasuari 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kaji/kajih ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kaji ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kaj kaji ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

066 ant/semut ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ masmus/ 
jaŋgɛn 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ jaŋgɛn ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ masmus masmus/ 
jaŋgɛn 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

067 
cuscus/kuskus 
 pohon 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mbajam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mbajam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ mbajam mbajam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
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English/ 
Indonesian 

Marind/ 
Alatepi 

Marind/ 
Boepe/ 
Kwemsid 

Marind/ 
Dufmira 

Marind/ 
Iwol 

Marind/ 
Kaniskobat

Marind/ 
Makaling 

Marind/ 
Nakias 

Marind/ 
Okaba 

Marind/ 
Poepe 

Marind/ 
Tagaepe 

Marind/ 
Wambi  

068 tree 
 kangaroo/ 
 laolao 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ walɛh ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ wɔlɔl ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ kembem 
jaʔum 

waleh ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠

069 kangaroo/ 
 kangaru 

̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ɔj ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ walɛh saχam ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ̠  ̠no entry  ̠ ̠
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APPENDIX G: PERCENTAGES OF LEXICAL SIMILARITY FOR MARIND LANGUAGES 
SPOKEN IN OKABA SUBDISTRICT 

 
The following table shows the lexical similarity between the different speech varieties based on a 
wordlist of sixty nouns, including seven pronouns, taken from the villages in Okaba Subdistrict. 
 
       Nakias 

100 Tagaepe 
96 94 Yawimu 
95 96 91 Ihalik 
95 92 94 95 Kaptel 
94 92 94 91 94 Kaniskobat 
94 92 94 91 94 96 Boepe/Kwemsid 
94 92 91 91 91 96 92 Poepe 
91 91 85 89 85 91 87 94 Okaba 
91 88 88 85 88 90 94 88 90 Sanggase 
86 87 89 80 85 91 94 87 89 97 Alatepi 
86 87 83 82 80 83 85 87 92 90 88 Makaling 
81 81 75 78 77 77 79 81 87 85 83 92 Alaku 
76 74 70 72 70 72 72 74 77 78 73 82 73 Iwol 
76 74 70 72 70 72 70 74 77 76 72 82 72 98 Dufmira 
76 74 70 72 70 72 70 74 77 76 72 82 72 98 100 Wambi 
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